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Prologue
Enter into the life of our characters and find the way that divinity
infuses itself into the warp and woof of living. As the story unfolds, each
is given the way to move forward and to bring to bear on the situations,
direct involvement from the transcendent. Now the way is made plain and
the next steps are clearly given to them. This tale will provide you with a
guidepost for living and will offer a way to bypass the seemingly
impossible dilemmas of modern day relationships. Let the movement of
clarity within, lead the way.
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Chapter 1
There was once a couple who lived in a time of great uncertainty,
both in their own lives and in the culture in which they were born.
Uncertainty and precariousness showed most often in the way the couple
related to each other and in the way they faced the situations they found
themselves in. As they lived, they were faced with changes that often
brought them to the point of splitting up. They were faced with many
dilemmas that seemed insurmountable and without an answer. The couple
faced these challenges with good humor and brought to bear on each
situation, the love they had for each other and the commitment to see it
through together.
There came a day when they were faced with a dilemma that even
their good humor and commitment were unable to overcome what they
faced. What was this thing that was so insurmountable that love and good
will and commitment were not able to bridge the gap? That is where our
story begins and that is where we immerse ourselves in the lives of John
and Mary and in the seemingly insurmountable event that caused them to
break up.
We must go back to the beginning to understand this story, and we
must see how each one brought to the relationship his or her own ideas on
how life is meant to be lived. Each one had a family history of breakup
and divorce and were aware that marriage was not easy, nor without
challenges.Yet each one felt that if the parents had tried harder they could
have stayed together. And so, they were eager to work hard to make their
marriage work.
The couple shared a philosophy of life that viewed the world as a
place of great opportunity if enough effort is brought to bear on making
things happen. Effort, hard work, and diligence were key ingredients they
both thought necessary to a life well lived.
Mary was endowed with that great gift of verbal excellence and
communication, finding always, just the right words to suit the times. John
was given the gift of listening, and so the couple complimented each other
nicely.They were in the third year of marriage and were finding the
challenges they faced brought them closer. They were settled in an
apartment and carried with them a dream of purchasing a home someday.
1
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The careers they had chosen, Mary, a teacher, and John, a bank manager,
provided enough income for them to live and to save for their dream of
owning their own home. So far, all of this sounds typical without much to
comment about. So far, there is no hint of what could cause them to split
up. I will keep you in suspense no longer. The thing that caused them to
end their marriage was a growing conviction on each one’s part of the
fundamental nature of life and the meaning that this has for forward
movement.
You may ask, wasn’t this discussed before marriage? Wasn’t this a
thing that most couples think about before they commit to each other?Yes,
they had discussed it, but it was vaguely understood to be of little concern
at that time, and it was not held as of great importance. What changed
things? That is where we find ourselves now, looking at what changed
things, and what created a gulf between this loving couple that ended in a
separation and ultimately, a divorce.
It happened when Mary was walking in a park on an afternoon
when John was involved with something else. She was looking at a tree,
just a tree, an ordinary tree. Now she saw it as radiating light which held
meaning in it. It was love, radiating love! She looked around and saw that
she was this same love and this same shimmering light. She saw that
everything was radiating this meaning. Now she felt complete and
experienced a oneness with everything. How real this was and how deeply
moved she was. The experience lasted for only a few seconds, but she
knew she had experienced what life really is and could no longer live in
the old way.
Returning to John, she told him of the event. He viewed it as an
anomaly and said it sounded like a psychic event, that it was interesting,
but nothing to get too upset about, but the event stayed with Mary and
spiked her curiosity. Now she found herself wondering about what had
happened to her and was led to investigate mystical experiences. She
turned to the library and to the internet and was deluged with books and
websites and places where she read what others had experienced.
Mary felt that what had occurred was truly meant to be viewed as
important in her life. She felt that what she had experienced was meant to
be viewed as of significance, and so she looked for time to explore more
fully what this could mean for her. John was amused at first, by her
commitment to investigation, but as the days and weeks went by he
realized this was no passing thing. He was faced with a partner he loved,
2
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but who has changed and withdrawn her attention away from him. How is
it that something so wonderful for Mary can cause such dissonance for
John? How is it that what could be viewed as so healing for one could be
so distasteful to another? How could it be that what brought such joy to
one could bring sorrow to another?
It is something that will be explored in this volume and brought
into the light of day, as it is truly of importance for you as you live in the
times we are in. I can tell you that this topic is important, as millions begin
to have experiences like Mary and find the gap too wide to continue in the
old life they are living.
This introduction to the book has as its purpose, bringing you to
the place of openness to receive what is given here and trusting that there
is great value in its teachings. Trust is called for as you read this and
openness to hear what is said as a means of coming into awareness of
whom and what you are, a direct inheritor and a true child of Source.
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Chapter 2
Something on purpose, something with intention and something
that is meant to fulfill a goal, a mission there. That is the reason for this
book, for there is a purpose that is significant beyond what could possibly
be dreamed of. There is significance in this work for it will shed light on
the very truth of existence, there.
You see, there has been a false understanding of the human condition, and a false understanding of the very fundamental nature of things.
We, who are working with you on the spiritual side, are working intently
with purpose, to awaken you to the truth of things there. We are here to
awaken you to the fundamental truth of who and what you are. That is our
task, our mission, and we are heartily engaged in this, through this work
and through many other ones who are bringing the good news of direct
connection to the world.
It is our intent to give you the means to live your life on purpose,
and to provide insight into the practical know-how and can-do of it. For in
all ways, what is said here is not that which lies out in the hinterlands of
esoteric ideas or occupies a place on the dusty shelf of airy fairy spiritual
fluff. No, indeed. What will be given to you is hard-nosed and practical
and worthy of investigation and experiential trial. It is worthy of your time
and effort and curiosity and persistence.
You see, what we want to give you is the key to your true
fulfillment as you were meant to experience it by your Source. We are
deeply interested in your awakening to your birthright as true inheritors
and live as offspring from that Mind that had you as an idea there, and that
Mind who still holds you as His/Her/Its idea.This Mind of Creator is
involved and has not left his own to wander like a lost child in a land of
chance and a land of defenses that have you whirling in their insidious
bluster and bluff.
We are interested in you learning of this ego dynamic, this set of
defenses that have held you captive for this lifetime and eons of lifetimes,
dear one. We are interested in you finding out and understanding what is at
play here so that you can dismiss it as the impostor it is and ignore the
insidious dynamics that rob you of your joy and your forward movement.
It is our intent to give you the complete understanding and open to you the
4
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realm that you were created to live in and to operate in, there. For this
realm places you in the kingdom of infinite possibility and unlimited
forward movement, held as safe and secure by your Source and with the
stability that withstands even the most challenging tricks of ego as it
works tirelessly to undermine the truth of you.
And so, we will look at all the components of what you are facing.
An enemy known is an enemy that can be dismissed and ignored, for what
you are facing is a made up thing, a way of thinking that is truly only
strategies that serve to further themselves as sovereign. How can a series
of strategies, defenses, wield such incredible power to you? It is because
you have been ignorant of them and have thought them to be who you are.
You have looked in horror at what can come forth there, and you have
looked with dismay at the hatred that sets judgements on the innocent and
fabricates out of whole cloth, lies and perturbations about what you are
experiencing. The depth and reinforcement that accompanies this thinking
is fed as you listen to it and as you allow it to sink in and seem as real to
you. How horrible it is to see the corrosive power of the lie and yet how
laughable to know that it is truly made-up there.
We intend to give you what we know to be true about life and
about Source and about how you can free yourself from the bondage to
this ego dynamic that serves as a web of deceit and a veil of density over
the truth of life there.
The time to learn of this is now and the time to find anew the truth
of whom and what you are is now. We are ushering to you and to the
planet, the very fundamental truth of life. It is this—that we usher forth
from Source as His/Her/Its own and we have All That Is as our birthright
there. We are sovereign in our place in the world and we can live and
move from the principle of this sovereignty as we do so join with it. How
wonderful, dear one. How wonderful for you to have in your hands the
book of truth that will lead you to freedom from your false and fanciful
stranglehold of ego. You are meant to live as free beings, with the Source
of you ever present to work and live through you as His/Her/Its own. Now
we will look at the nature of you and how it all began.
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Chapter 3
As far back as is remembered there has been a belief in an
involvement from the invisible plane. As far back as can be remembered
humankind has felt that its destiny was held in the control of supreme
beings who played favorites and gave to those who were more worthy,
unbounded gifts and good fortune. It was felt that there were those on
Earth who were favored by their bloodline or by their endowment with
super human gifts, whether physical or mental. It was felt that destiny
played a part in how things unfolded and that destiny was only known by a
few who possessed the gifts of connection to the divine realms.
Now the way of mysticism changed as science became the arbiter
of behavior and of how things turned out. Science seemed to relieve many
of the unwieldy whims of spiritual beings who seemed intent on being
vaporous and unknowable. This very mystery placed the divine out of
reach of humanity and left them to the whims of the chosen ones, those
who identified themselves as in connection, or in the direct trajectory of
spirit.
How this left the masses out and how this forced people to pay
tribute and homage to that which seemed so far away from them and as
fickle, that only with great sums of money given, or with great sacrifice
and harshness on the physical body, could one hope to be favored by the
divine, the supreme.
It was a belief in the self flagellation and denial that brought such a
sense of guilt to people who felt unworthy to mention even the name of
God or those who exist on the other side. It was as powerful and
whimsical and needing to be placated, that the divine ones were portrayed.
And yet, we know that there were those who took advantage of the
multitudes and played fear and guilt to their advantage. It is truly as we
see the mystery and the madness of this that we can look again at what is
truly happening here.
Now came a time of change and a time of personal belief in the
involvement of God with his own. It was felt that there was a way to
access divinity directly and this had powerful implications for human
kind. Now people were able to pray and come into communion with God
freely, as a new understanding of the importance of each individual was to
6
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the Creator. Without the need to go through an intermediary, people were
empowered to experience direct relationship most fully. The joy and the
forward movement this created bought vigor and hope to a people long
paralyzed by the indoctrinations of the powerful and the institutions that
benefited from domination and control.
But those in control were not willing to change the foothold they
had, and sought to move and dismember this movement of personal
relationship with God. The wars that followed were horrendous in the
slaughter and the disruption they caused. There was no return to the
authority to the institutions and the individuals that wielded such power, as
once divinity was known and experienced as directly involved with each
one, the floodgates of love and forward movement from the divine were
opened.
Now the ‘new beginning’ ushered forth as humankind allowed for
talents and gifts to come pouring forth. Great strides were made in many
fields and people were on a new footing. What still clouded the flow of
love and inspiration was the age old set of defenses that each one had
developed over eons of time. The roll of psychology in looking at defenses
in individual thought and behavior was important for people to see, for it
was as this was shared that this look at mind/thought opened to the
importance of how we carry our minds, our thoughts, and how we can
learn to change and adapt them to our lives. The ongoing look at
pathology though, did not give the transcendent a place, its rightful place,
as healer and helper, and as the actual substance of existence itself.
As the years went on, humankind was taught to think of themselves
as consumers and as contributors to a culture where greed and domination
were by the few who ran the financial institutions and the corporations that
moved the culture to their greed and ultimately to their desire to dominate
and control everything. We are at that point now in our world and this
book is given to you to give you a true perspective on your life and to
show you the way that your divinity can be accessed and lived from, to
bring you joy and fulfillment beyond compare. We are here for you, dear
one, and we will show you the way.
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Chapter 4
This book can be called a transmission from spirit. How is it that
someone can open her mind to receive and the words can be there fully
given without any thought on her part? How is it that the flow of words
can come through her to the keyboard and now to you as you read this?
We can tell you that this flow of the words is not anything she has
control over, nor anything she is working to do. Rather, her part is to agree
to sit down at the computer and listen to what she hears and to write
exactly what she hears. Her part is a willingness to open to receive and to
trust that what is given is a true transmission meant for others there and
meant to give you a way to move forward.
You see, we are there for you in your mind, in your conscious
awareness, and we are there to show you the way. It is not a whimsical
thing to turn to when your thinking mindset has come up with nothing.
Rather, it is the first place you should turn for forward movement. It is the
first place you should turn to. We are here for you always, dear one, and
we are ready to assist you and guide you in your life.
I would say that we are fully ready to bring you into the movement
of your true nature, your divinity, and we are ready to open to you, the
fulfillment that is yours to have there. Not without your willingness will
this occur, for we cannot force our way into your life, nor can we coerce or
manipulate you in your life. We are here to guide you and show you the
way. You are in our thoughts and hearts and in our minds there.
Now the time of opening to guidance is at hand and millions will
turn there daily. Millions will turn there to find the way to involvement
from spirit and to let go of the separation that holds so many apart from
the truth of whom and what they are. We want to share with you what you
should know to come into this deep connection to spirit, and we are ready
to bring you into the flow of your true forward movement as children of
Source there. Now is the time to turn inward, dear one, and now is the
time to allow for the joining there. You are never alone as you live, truly
you are never alone as you live. We are with you always.
Let this chapter on the importance of turning inward be felt as
worthy of great exploration and of your curiosity and of your abiding
interest. As you do so engage, you will find the outcome of the greatest
8
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benefit to you and the greatest stability in the times of tumult that exist
there. Your peace, your stability, and your stature as direct inheritors is
what we want you to come into, and the knowledge of and the experiential
flow forward that accompanies this knowledge. You are never alone there
ever, dear one, truly you are never alone. Let in and allow, for indeed, we
are One.
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Chapter 5
Focus is called for in your life and focus is called for in the
unfolding of your mission to you. You are called on to bring to the world,
something of real importance there. You are called on to bring to the world
something of importance and meaning that will allow for people to change
how they view things and bring a divine perspective to each and every
thing.
What does this mean? It means that as people learn of the way to
hold their mind set and as people let go of the need to self authorize, they
will bring to the situation they are in, perspective from the transcendent
that sees the whole of you, the whole of the situation, and the present and
future results of what is transpiring there.
Your divinity knows the movement that will unfold to you on all
levels, that which will wake you up to the truth of whom and what you
are. Now the call is to learn to stop your separated thinking and to allow
for the influx of your spiritual reality to come forth there. This means that
you will need to be in the quiet there and to understand the process, the
way there, and to have as your intention to be on purpose with your
listening, your opening to inner guidance.
We are interested in you learning of this and we will give you the
reinforcement of following the way and finding the perfect unfolding there
for you. Following the way is the way, dear one, and it is the way to live as
you let go of the need to self-authorize.
How wonderful for you to know that there is a way to utilize your
mind that has been usurped by your own defenses, your ego there, as it has
decided to do it alone. It has been usurped by the separated sense of self
that has brought such limitation to your life and to your understanding
there. Now you will find next steps given and you will find the path
cleared, the way made plain, and the vista arising as you carry on with this
way of using your mind. You are not alone there ever and we are there to
guide you, dear one. As you explore and as you gain a foothold in the
letting go process and the opening to inner guidance, you will find the
forward movement here to show you the truth of you and the truth of your
circumstance there. How wonderful this is, dear one, how wonderful this
is. You are not alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 6
Do not dismiss this writing as of little consequence for you. Truly
it is of the greatest consequence and has an importance beyond compare. It
is truly meant to give you a way to live and move that is fundamentally the
way you were meant to live and move. As we have said before, you are
truly connected to your Source there, and you are truly meant to live out
from this Source.
We are bringing this to you now, along with many other writings
and teachers, to usher in the new beginning for humankind there. Now is
the time for the world to let go of its separated way and to open to receive
the way of moving forward from Source. Humankind is on the threshold
of letting go of the separated way and is at the cusp of joining there. You
are at the cusp and must see yourself there from. It is time to explore more
fully what is said here and it is time to allow for the joining with your
guidance. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone
there ever. Let in and allow and trust.
First, you must have a willingness to listen. Then you must quiet
your thinking mindset and allow for peace to be felt in your mind.Then
you must ask Source, Father/Mother God, guidance, Holy Spirit, Who is
there for me, and what would you say to me?
Then you must listen with intention there. You may know that your
request is heard. You can trust that what you are requesting will be given
an answer, and you will know the answer is from your guidance there.
It may not happen at the exact moment you ask, but soon you will
know that the events that do occur are an answer to your request there.
You must trust, dear one, truly you must trust. As the times you spend in
guidance increase, and as you experience the true unfolding, you will
marvel at what is there for you and you will know that you are never alone
there, ever.
Now your life will unfold with the know-how and the can-do of it,
and you will marvel at how it brings you into the forward movement that
feels so right on for you. Truly, you are never alone there, dear one, you
are never alone there. Let your Mind, in its fullness and in its rightful
Source, show you the way. You are never alone there ever. Let in and
allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 7
As we proceed in this volume we will look at how you have come
to the place where you are ready to put into play what you have found
here. You have long felt that your life was uneasy and have felt a certain
discontent with what has unfolded there. You have felt that there was
something missing and you have searched your life for what that
something could be.
Many have felt that the ultimate way of finding that contentment
was through the acquiring of a relationship that would provide companionship and comfort and sexual gratifications there. You have felt that if the
perfect one could be found, your happiness would increase mightily.
Many have thought that wealth and riches would provide the way
and all needs would be met and security would be there to meet all
eventualities and to provide the lost pieces in the puzzle of life.
Others have thought that pursuing adventure and a life of intrigue
and mystery, surprises, and new occurrences would bring that fulfillment
there.
All of these can provide a temporary fulfillment as the mind is
caught up on what is new and fresh. But eventually, that emptiness returns
and the quest continues, the quest for that peace that seems so elusive and
so fleeting and so uncertain in its brevity and instability.
But indeed, we can tell you with certainty, that there is fulfillment
there and there is peace to be gained and sustained there. The fulfillment
we speak of may encompass all of the things that were sought before, but
there is a necessary first step, and a necessary mindset that must be had.
For without this, all else is transitory and filled with the risks and insecurity that all could be taken away and that life could be dashed to the
lowest point or even ended.
What is this first step, this mindset that we are talking of? It is the
realization that you emanate from a Source who loves you and wants for
you to know of where and whom you come. It is a Source that claims you
as its own and has not disinherited you to be as a wind-up top and left to
unwind on your own, becoming unbalanced and wobbly and eventually
falling into decline and disrepair. No. Your Source is there for you as your
ongoing Sustainer, only to be asked and invited in to provide you with the
12
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know-how and the can-do of life, of each step along the way. Now you are
not without this help, and you are not without the full resource of your
spiritual self there.
Long have you been suspect of this teaching and long have you
relied on yourself. You have been rewarded by your culture as you have
been self reliant and you have felt some self esteem as you have followed
goals and pursued them there. Others have given you praise and accolades
as you have followed your path to security and fulfillment. But without
your Source involved, the way is fraught with uncertainty and even a
doubt about the worthwhileness of this.
Now you are ready to explore fully this new way, and you have felt
the call to investigate if, indeed, you are connected there. We can tell you
that you are, and we can tell you that your life will be immeasurably better
as you proceed with the connection to whom and what you really are.
This volume will tell you again and again, the process, and guide
you into that relationship of unrelenting love and consistency that moves
you forward and will not depart from you ever. This love is there, dear
one, and it will not leave you stranded in the flow of life without the
means to freedom and the deepest peace you have ever known, or could
know.
The love you will feel is of such healing, that nothing else can do
this. Nothing else can heal you and make you whole as your understanding
and relationship with your Wholeness there. We are here for you, dear one,
and truly we will not leave you there, ever. Let in and allow, for indeed,
we are One.
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Chapter 8
Find anew what was lost but now can be found. As you let go of
your connection to Source, for you were connected from the beginning,
you were brought into the mindset of your separated sense of self, or of
the ego, as it has been called. Now it is important to know that this
separated sense of self is not a real presence there, but only a set of
strategies that have developed as you have felt the fear and the fragility of
a being separated. This defense system that moved into your mindset as
the sovereign way as you reinforce it and utilized it, was amplified by the
culture and the times you are in and gained ascendancy there for you and
for others on your plane. It gained ascendancy and ushered in a state of
profound separation and all the alienating and annihilating defenses set in,
in earnest.
Eons of time passed and the entrenched way, the separated way,
became the norm there. There were those who tried to show the way and
bring you back into your joined perspective, your way of Oneness, but the
entrenched mindset held sway over the multitudes.
Those who chose to capitalize on fear were abundant and
encouraged this as a means to bring money to their coffers there. Fear and
sickness, guilt and death were the outcome of this way, and ruled supreme
on your planet.
But times are changing and the truth of whom and what you are
will shine through. It must, for nothing can cover up what is truly there
from Source. Nothing can eradicate God’s love, for it is what the created
Presence is. Living love holds supreme there, and millions are waking up
to this and questing for connection as never before.
Now the times will change, and the separated way will be as a
worn out skin that is sloughed off and brushed aside as no longer useful,
nor desirable. The joined perspective will bring such forward movement,
that the days of defenses will be as antiquity and as the dust of a bygone
era. How wonderful this will be, and how fresh and new life will unfold
for each and every one. Newness and exhilarating creativity will be seen
on every front, and the planet will rise up and walk as a toddler who takes
its first steps in the planetary unfolding of which you are a part. Now will
come the releasing of the hatred and the bigotry and the ignorance toward
14
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others there. The realization that Source operates/functions/exists as a
Wholeness and that nothing is left out will permeate the mindset of
everyone. Such a glorious reawakening will occur, dear one, and such an
ushering of a new beginning for your planet.
I can tell you that we are working mightily to bring this about, and
we are earnestly and with diligence, doing everything we can to share this
wonderful news.
We would say your part is to open to receive your fulfillment and
open to receive how you can give your gift there. Each one has a gift to
bring to humanity and each one has a way to love that will transform him/
her and others there.
Now is the time to turn inward and ask, Show me Father, what is
the truth about me and what would you have me know? You will be given
an answer, so stay open to hear. We will answer you and will show you the
way. Your way is unique and not like any other there, and so the call for
you is to listen for the individuality, the unique way Source manifests
within you—as you. Remember, you are never alone there, dear one, truly
you are never alone there. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 9
As we proceed in this volume and as you have chosen to
investigate further, let me bring to you another point that will be important
for you in your new discovery. There is truly more for you to experience in
your life there, and there is more to embrace then what you have been told.
There is more to embrace and more to experience, for indeed, what is
facing you in your life is truly where you can experience a new way of
being and a new way of living there. It is for you to open to receive this
new way and for you to embrace fully what you are finding there. Now
you will find before you, moments of true illumination into what is there,
and you will find moments of joy beyond anything you could have
experienced before.
True illumination means opening to the love that you are and the
love that embraces in and through every thing. You are not alone there
ever, dear one, and the love that is there, embraces you and holds you in
its presence and in its peace. As you experience this fullness, this perfect
peace, and this true way of experiencing life, you will marvel that, indeed,
this is what is real there.
Now will come the joy of life and the forward movement of life
and the delight in what is unfolding for you. In each and every experience
will be found the newness and the completeness of what is unfolding.This
is the way your Source would have you live life, dear one, and truly the
times are fast approaching when the multitudes, the masses will experience this way.
You can be assured that you are never alone there ever, and you are
never without the truth of your life available to you. Now is the time to
allow for this and to join the discovery that will transform you as nothing
else. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
As this brief chapter closes, quiet your thinking mindset and ask,
What is the truth here, Father, and what am I opening to? Show me your
way, Father, and allow for the love that I am to come forth. I am with you
always, dear one, and have for you, a gifting beyond compare. Never
alone, as you live, truly never alone.
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Chapter 10
There is a need for increased intention to coming into guidance.
There is a need for this intention and for a mindset that puts coming into
alignment with the Whole of you, the All of you, as of the utmost
importance there. It is worthy of your conviction to listen and to trust that,
indeed, what is there is worthy of great intention and purposefulness.
We are with you as you live, and we are intent on you coming into
guidance and finding the truth of whom and what you are. These words
are not idle, nor are they meant to lead you off track, nor are they intent on
finding you out on a limb with the buzz saw going. Rather, they are words
that have as their motivation, bringing you into the truth of whom and
what you are, and finding for you, a way out of the miasma of the limited
mindset and the perils of living as an independent one, and one divorced
from his/her parentage there.
Now you are given words that have as their intent to transform you
into the living presence of your Creator and bringing to your others the
light and the love which has as its very fundamental essence, transformation. How wonderful to know that you are not in a steady state, nor are
you in a state that limits you to the historical and limited thinking that
holds so many in its grip. How wonderful to know that there is so much
more for you to live from and move from. I can tell you that the words
given to you are meant as a gift to encourage you and to verify to you the
truth of your experience, there. Do not hesitate to explore and to dedicate
yourself to finding out the more of you to know.
We are here and we will answer you, dear one. Now turn quietly
inward and ask for guidance to be shown to you and to receive the
validation and the verification that you are, indeed, in connection there.
You are never alone, dear one, you are never alone. We are with you
always. Now let us look at the nature of your greater Wholeness and what
is there for you to bring to bear on your life.
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Chapter 11
Move into this chapter with an expectation of learning of the
nature of your Wholeness. It is truly as you open to receive what is given,
that you will move forward in your understanding and in your forward
movement. How you carry your mindset is crucial to what will unfold.
You see, it is always for you to be listening and open to what may come
forth, for your Source will bring to you that which is new to you and that
which is perfect for the situation you find yourself in.
You must be open to receive and you must be willing to put aside
your preconditioned thinking in favor of a willingness to hear what is
coming forth. Now the need to be curious is there, and the need to trust
that you are in connection to your higher intelligence, your Mind of your
Wholeness there.
Your Source views things from the Infinite and has not only your
well-being in its movement there, but rather all that are embraced by your
involvement and by your presence will benefit by what unfolds. Truly, it is
as you understand that you are not singular in your movement, nor are you
without those on the other side there to assist you and help you along the
way.
How wonderful is this, dear one, and how glorious to know that
you have as your companions, those who love you and are dedicated to
your waking up to the truth of whom and what you are. How wonderful to
know that you are never alone there ever. Now is the time to learn of your
inner guidance and learn of the true Source of you. Now is the time to
investigate and stay tuned to what will come forth there.
I can tell you that your life is far grander than you think. Not as a
mundane and inconsequential movement are you engaged in, nor as a
being without Source and substance. For you are, indeed, much more there
and you are, indeed, that which is of prime interest to us. We are working
with you always, and we are intent on bringing to you the great news of
your inheritance and of your birthright as a child of Source, with all that
this means. You are, indeed, never alone there, dear one, and so let this
brief chapter be an encouragement to you, and as a beacon to lead you on.
Never alone, truly, never alone.
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Chapter 12
You have heard it said that without effort there is no gain. You have
heard it said that you must bring to bear on your life, the willingness to
work hard and endure hardship in order to obtain your goals, your intention there. Indeed, it appears that those who work hard and who seem to
focus on their outcome, seem to win in what they are engaged in.
We can tell you that your intention, your effort, will be rewarded,
but it will only reap the harvest you want as you do so connect with your
Source there. Why? Because when you do align with your spiritual
Wholeness and come from that place, you are coming from the place of
true impact and transformation. You are coming from the place where you
are guided by the inward way, and the way of true knowing there, that
takes into account the whole picture that is unfolding for you.
Would you not like to work from the place of true vision? Would
you not like to have as your resource bank, All That Is? These words are
not airy fairy, nor as inconsequential, but they must be taken to heart to be
verified and be made true in your mind. You see, you will never take my
words for truth until you have experienced that they are moving you
forward. And so, the need to come into direct contact is of the utmost
importance for you. You must work there, to bring to bear on your life,
direct inner guidance from your Source. You will succeed there, and you
will find the joy of a being moving from his or her Wholeness and from
the realm of infinite possibility, there. You are never alone and you are
never without this resource available to you.
This brief chapter on the need for inner guidance and the encouragement to continue on, concludes with this affirmation. I will engage in
the search for inner guidance and I will not let up until I am given
verification that I am, indeed, in connection. I will pursue this without
delay, and I will open to receive and follow what comes forth.
In closing, I can assure you that you are met with true love there
and you are met with the divine resource that awaits only your call. I love
you and in that is the truth of things.
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Chapter 13
Change is truly occurring as this is being written and read. Change
is occurring for you as you bring to bear on your life, guidance from the
Whole of you, your Source. We, who are working with you to bring you
this change, this transformation, are intent on showing you the way
forward there. We are intent on showing you the way forward and we are
intent on bringing to you, the truth of your life. You see, what is there for
you is all you need to come into a full awakening. All you need to
transform what could be called an ordinary and mundane life, into a truly
amazing life of untold gifting for you and for your others to partake in.
You see, life in its awakened state is always unfolding anew and
bringing to that one, gifts of profound beauty and purpose. Gifts that will
be received and given to others as they are embraced and allowed to be
given. We are not interested in the historical, nor the traditional, nor the
expected ways that have unfolded there, but rather, gifts from Source are
radical in their immensity and in their life changing impact on others as
they are given and received.
For life is truly of the most profound nature there, and is of the
most profound and significant and most far-reaching impact, more than
could be imagined there, and more than can be felt on your plane of
awareness.
For the Wholeness is impacted and the Wholeness is gifted. You
see, it is of the most important things for you to know that your life
impacts the Whole. Your life impacts and moves the Wholeness of the
Source, for it is connected in its entirety there, connected and joined with
All That Is. Let your life be felt as that which is open to receive, and then
in turn, to give. For here will be the answer to your questing and your
forward movement. We are in it together, dear one, and truly we are there
for you to know and to love and to cherish. Never alone, truly, never
alone.
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Chapter 14
As this chapter begins, focus on listening for what is being said.
Focus on the meaning that is coming through to you and listen for more
than words and sentences. Meaning is coming through that has as its roots,
feeling. Feeling into the meaning and opening to that deep feeling is where
transformation will occur. Now the feeling that will come forth to you is
love that you have not experienced before. This love is of a nature so
profound in its impact, that it will bring harmony out of chaos, and the
delightful understanding of what is occurring for you. As you feel into this
love, and as you allow it to embellish you in its frequency, you will
understand that you are led in the light of peace, and have as your very
nature, that peace.
And yet, this peace is dynamic! This peace is a dynamic presence
that moves you forward and sets all things right. How wonderful to know
that your true nature is this dynamic peace. How wonderful to know that
this is your nature to embrace and experience always. Your Source imbues
his own with the nature of Him/Her/Its Self and it is as you open to
receive this nature that you will experience it.
The call to listen and open to whom and what you truly are is not a
thing in the closet of your mind, nor a snippet of truth to look at
sometimes and glance at it as one would a fading sunset. No, this truth is
to be pursued diligently and earnestly there. It is to be held as the prime
urgency in your life, for it is so life changing and so urgently needed in a
world that has forgotten the truth of whom and what it is.
I can tell you that the need to focus on awakening is what is
urgently called for. And so, carry this with you in the forefront there, and
do not allow the cares and concerns of the day to overshadow this need,
this call for clarity in your life. You are not alone in your quest, for we are
here with you, working ardently to shore you up and show you the way.
Heed this call for forward movement and open to receive. We are with you
always, dear one, truly, we are with you always. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 15
Do not be misled by the whims of ego as it moves as a defense in
your mind. It will work to dissuade you from coming into guidance and
will look for every opportunity to steer you away from coming into
Wholeness there. It serves as a lure and a predator, ever ready to seize the
moment to divide and conquer. It serves as a conjurer with a slight of
hand, ever ready to deceive.
The ominous ego that has grown so healthy in your mind and has
lived with a voracious appetite to cause disarray and disharmony is
capable of the most cruel and heinous acts. Now the call is to recognize
that what is there is not a being, nor a thing that is autonomous in its own
right. Rather, it is a set of strategies, defenses, that have been mastered
over the years and have grown as invasive and destructive plants in your
beautiful garden, your conscious awareness.
We will not abandon you to this wily and cunning destroyer of
truth. We are here, ready to answer your call and ready to wipe clean the
slate of intrusion into whom and what you really are. Now is the time to
pay attention to how your ego infiltrates itself into your life and to ignore
it and open to receive the life-giving love that is whom you are. Now is the
time to let this defense system go and open to receive the light of you.
Let this chapter on being alert to ego intrusion remind you again of
the truth of you. You are never alone there ever, dear one, truly you are
never alone. We are with you always, even unto the end of the world.
Now we will focus on another topic of necessity for you and that is
the call for conviction into pursuing your truth, the call for persistence in
turning inward and listening and following what you hear. Let this chapter
remind you of what to pay attention to and be an affirmation that you are
much more. I love you and that is the truth of it.
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Chapter 16
There is a need which must be met in order for you to wake up to
the truth of whom and what you are. Not without this need being met will
you arrive at a point where you are able to open with consistent intention
to hear and to follow what is given to you. We can tell you that your
Wholeness is there for you to access, and we can tell you that the truth of
you is there, but, indeed, you must persist in the process of coming into
the mind of peace and letting the thinking mindset be released there.
Your life has been one of thinking and doing and accomplishing
and so the call to quiet your thinking and to let go of the need to
accomplish will be frightening to you and will not be something that
comes without effort and intention there. You must want to access this
mindset of Wholeness, whom and what you really are, and you must want
to hear and follow what is given.
We cannot impose ourselves on you, nor can we manipulate, nor
cajole you into coming into guidance. It must be a free-willed thing for
you, and it must be something that arises out of your determination and
you desire to know the more of whom and what you are. It is truly as you
do commit to this and forgo the familiar way of living that the truth will be
known to you. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly, you are not
alone there ever.
Again, let us review the steps necessary for you to come into
alignment there. First, you must let go of all the thinking and planning and
effort you have become so familiar with. As you access this quietness in
your consciousness, ask that your guidance be made known to you and
that you be given what is necessary to move you forward. Let go of the
need to hear instantly, but trust that your message, your request has been
heard and allow for verification of this to occur. You will receive a sign, a
signal, or a unique way of communication to you that will let you know
that you are heard and in alignment there. Trust is called for and trust is
necessary, for there will not be validation from others, nor an organization
to verify to you what you have heard. Rather, it will be your own
experience that will propel you onward there. Only from your own
experience, dear one, your own unique experience will you be able to
move forward.
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As you do follow this path and stay with it, you will find what is
coming through to you as meaningful and of the most significance to your
life at this very moment. Most of all, you will have found the relationship
of true worth there. You will have found the relationship of true worth for
you. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there
ever. Let in and allow, for, indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 17
As this book continues, there will be opportunities to stop your
reading and come into the peace of your being. At these points, you will be
given encouragement to let go of the mind numbing process of self
thinking and open to the life giving place of your Wholeness, your truth
and your Source. It is truly a place of peace and yet, it is not a place of
dullness or lack of meaning there. On the contrary, it is the place of the
greatest meaning as you live. You see, life is coming directly from this
Source and has as its meaning, fulfillment there.
There is nothing that need be done, nor a set of procedures to
follow to come into your place of connection there. Rather, it is as you let
go of the need to ritualize your mindset and let go of the need to control
how and when Source connects to you that you will find the true unfolding
happening to you.
We would say that the ongoing ingredient necessary for you to
open to receive is your willingness there. The need to open to receive is
there, for we cannot and will not violate your own free will. It is inherent
in you to function with this free will and it is inherent for you to desire it
for yourself. As you do open to receive and give your willingness, we will
let you know, assure you, that you have been heard.
Now will come the great pursuing of your inner guidance, for you
will have found that indeed there is something there. You will have found
that you are eager to find out more and to listen and to follow, for the truth
of what you have heard rings so loudly for you and feels so wonderful as
you let go of your own striving to make things right and to follow your
goals there. For it is in releasing this need to prove that you are worthy
that your worthiness will emerge there.
You are worthy, dear one, and you are truly not alone as you live.
We can tell you that you are not alone, but you must experience it to know
it. And so, this is a moment to close your thinking mindset and open to
receive. Let your thoughts go and give your willingness to hear. We are
here for you, and we will abide with you, guiding you and loving you and
helping you along the way. We are One, you and I, we are One.
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Chapter 18
Bring your mind into that quiet place within where your thoughts
and troubles can be released and the peace of your being can be felt. Here
we await your requests for guidance and will provide you with next steps
there.
There is so much to be gained as you learn to access this mindset,
this quiet place of connection, and truly it is the most important thing you
could ever do. It is the most important thing you could ever do, for it is the
place of true originality and the place of true transformation there.
You have felt that you are without the means to know that you are
on the right track there. You are caught in a place of wishful thinking, and
looking back on the past for what has proved tried and true.
Now you have a new way to decide next steps and you have a way
that comes from your Originator, your Source there. It is here that the
correct movement can be made, and it is here that you will come to rely on
and trust with all you heart. But this will take practice and experience to
move you into that place easily and without resistance to it, for conditioned thinking will put you into the way of separation and will reinforce
the old ways of coming to decision making. It will apply the goals your
culture has set for you, and it will apply the goals that you feel will be
validated by the masses there.
Even though you are seeing yourself as autonomous, you must
realize that you are never that. You are joined always, either aware of it or
not. As you do so live from your separate sense of self, you will bring into
play fear and guilt, and all the accompanying issues around these.
But you have a way out of this, dear one, you have away to move
forward from your Source there. You are never alone as you live and we
can tell you that we are here for you, always. Let in and allow for, indeed,
dear one, you are never alone.
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Chapter 19
Move forward in your life knowing that you are never alone. How
wonderful to know that in all times and places you have with you the One
who loves you and moves with you throughout the day. How wonderful to
know that this relationship of love surrounds you fully, and that you are
met with the love of your Source, always.
As you go about your day, feel into the presence of your Source,
your inner guidance, and your Wholeness. Feel into this love and let it
percolate through your very being. As you do this, you will feel into the
peace and joy of your being there.
Now you have felt that your life is of little consequence to the
larger scheme of thing. You have felt that your life is of little meaning
there, for you are just one of millions who inhabit planet Earth.We can tell
you that you are, indeed, much more there, for your life impacts the
Whole. Your life impacts the Whole and has as its Source and Center, the
Mind of your Creator.
Now is the time to carry that relationship as the truth of whom and
what you are. Now is the time to allow for the penetration of the love that
you are to come through.You are never alone there ever, dear one, truly,
you are never alone there.We can tell you that the unfolding of your life is
meant to bring you into fulfillment. It is as you allow for this unfolding to
be joined with your Source, that it will turn the doubts into certainties and
the limitations into limitlessness.
As you go about your day, turn inward and ask, What would you
have me do, Father? What would you have this day be like? For here is the
opening to what will come forth for you. Truly, you are never alone there,
ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 20
Trust is called for in your daily life. There will be times when the
reality of the Holy Spirit as there for you will seem distant and will seem
as unrelated to your life. For you will have fallen into old habits of
thinking. It takes persistence to stay with the joined perspective, and it
takes commitment to living out from this way.
As old patterns intrude and as old ways of finding joy there
become as vacuous in their meaning, you will turn here again and again,
for the mindset of joining brings such integrity to your life and such
forward movement, there. As you stay with this and as you bring to bear
on your life, the way of Source there, you will marvel as things unfold so
perfectly for you, in all ways that you could have never dreamed of, nor
planned there.
You will marvel at what unfolds, and you will joy in the
relationship that is always there to love you and guide you. Truly, you are
never alone as you live and you have as your companion, one who loves
you and brings the intelligence of the universe as a resource for you. Right
there, will unfold the intelligence of the universe and moving forward as
one joined. The strength of this partnership will be felt, and the joy of
journeying with companions who have only your best interest at heart will
bring such bounty and such blessing to you.
Now this is not pie-in-the-sky, nor a fairy tale to wish for. It is real,
dear one, truly it is real, there. We will not abandon you ever, for you are a
part of us and we are a part of you and together all will be accomplished.
All will be felt as the joyful journey into forward movement there. You are
not alone, dear one, truly, you are not alone there ever. As this chapter
closes, turn inward and ask for that dear companion to be felt and known.
Ask that you be shown the right way there. We are here for you always,
and we will never let you go alone to suffer the pitfalls of a life lived in
separation there. We are with you always, and we are truly joined in love
and companionship there. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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Chapter 21
There is reason for great joy this day, as you have found that there
is something for you, as you do quiet your thinking mindset. You will
rejoice, and you will know that life, indeed, is different than what you had
thought and offers a much more diverse way of looking at things. It offers
a way of opening to the new and finding ways to be that you had not
thought of, nor felt as appropriate for you.
Now you have found the willingness to try what you have heard
and the fruits of your allowing have been wonderful in their outcome. You
have found that as you have quieted your thinking mindset and allowed for
the words from guidance to come forth, you have been able to lead a life
that is truly new and wonderful in it freshness and simpleness, without the
need to strategize and judge what you cannot know.
You life is simple and direct and feels so appropriate to the
moment there. Your life feels direct and to the moment you are in.You see,
dear one, it is in this direct and simple approach, that the newness and the
correctness of what unfolds is felt and lived. It is in this direct and
seemingly unfettered way that life is to be lived there.
Now is the time to practice coming into the place of quiet within
where you are at home. Here I will join with you and show you the way. It
is as you practice again and again, that the joined way will become the
only way you will want to live. For you will know that this is the truth of
how you are meant o live. Live joined always, dear one, lived joined
always. We are One, you and I, we are One. Let in and allow, for indeed,
we are One.
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Chapter 22
Move into the place of quiet within. Listen for the words coming
forth and find within them, forward movement. Listen for the words that
come forth and do not override them with words from the ego mindset, the
mindset of separation. Ask that only the words from inner guidance be
heard and that clarity in meaning is made to you.
Now you will find that what comes forth will pertain to you
specifically and to your life right now as you are living it. The words will
pertain to you and will be pertinent to what is on your plate at the moment.
Not off in the distance to be felt as irrelevant, but immediate are the words
and immediate are the responses given to you.
How wonderful to know that your guidance is not something to
hold at bey, but to bring into your life at the moment, at the direct time of
need, and at the direct time of involvement there. You see, you need us
with you always. Not only as you are faced with dire needs, nor as you are
faced with a dilemma of uncertainty, but even as you are at peace and even
as you are feeling grateful and happy, you need us, for we are your
Wholeness, and as you continue in your practice of the joined way, you
will feel comfortable and familiar with this way of responding.
It is imperative that you practice this, for it will not be without the
pull from the defense system that has been so entrenched in your mind
there. The letting go process will become easy as you find that quiet place
in your mind and live out from there. This is not dull, nor without great
involvement on your part. For the words coming forth will be so fresh,
new, and so appropriate to the situation, that you will marvel at them and
will return again and again.
We cannot emphasize too much, how necessary is the need for
practice in this. Some use pencil and paper to write what comes forth. As
you become familiar, this will not be necessary there. You must know that
you are not alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 23
I am with you as you live. You have a companion that loves you
and sees you as his own. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you
are not alone there ever. Now you have felt the call for help in your life
and you have felt the need for assistance to see you through the times you
are in.
Many are the needs and requests that are given and many are the
calls for direct help there. You see yourself as in need of assistance and I
can tell you that your call has been heard. We who exist on the other side,
hear you, and we are earnestly working to provide you with what you need
there.
We see you as you are in your situation and we see you as one
who is loved and who is a part of the family, the family of your Creator,
your Sustainer there. This is so powerful to know, for it places you as a
receiver there, a receiver who in turn, is a giver. We can tell you that you
will receive what you have been asking for and you will, in turn, give to
your others there. We have a full resource bank and a full and plenty
gifting for you.
You must realize that you are, in all ways, joined there. You are in
all ways joined, and given all that is as you resource bank. We have your
fulfillment in mind and we are working to wake you up to this. It is truly
the gift that will allow for you to know that you are joined and that you
have the love of your Source, as you.
How wonderful to know, that as you traverse the land of the
physical realm, you are truly spiritual in nature, and you are joined in this
way always. Allow for the penetration of the spiritual to be felt as who you
really are. Now the time to turn inward is there. Turn inward and ask, Are
you there for me? We will let you know in a way that will verify to you
that you are not alone. Now is the time to join and let in. We love you and
want you to know the truth of who you are. Never alone, dear one, truly
never alone.
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Chapter 24
Move forward in your life with the mindset of one who is joined
there. Move forward as one who is not alone and not without full
relationship available always. I can tell you that you are met with the love
of your life to be felt as you live. Now the call for you is to carry this
togetherness as a habit, a perpetual way of living.
It is truly as you anchor yourself in this relationship and see
yourself as coming from here that you will move forward with the
transformational presence of you to be felt always. For your life is truly
meant to be felt as something new, and it is truly felt to be unfolding what
had not been known before and what could never have ushered forth from
the separated way.
You see, your Source has newness as a fundamental way, as
creation moves in and through you. You are meant to be a co-creator
there, and in this will be your joy and your gift to your others there. You
see, dear one, you are never alone as you live, truly you are never alone as
you live. Now is the time to turn quietly inward and ask, Are you there for
me, are you there for me, Father?
I will hear you and I will answer you. Do not give up in this and
persist, always. As the experiences mount, you will know that what is said
here is true. Now allow for our joining as you carry on in your life and
release the efforts that would have you without the full shouldering of the
responsibility on our togetherness. We are in this together, dear one, truly,
we are in this together. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One. All is
well, all is well.
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Chapter 25
As you begin this chapter and as you move into that place of
reception there, trust that you will hear what will move you lovingly
forward. We can tell you that we are aware of you and we are aware of the
openness to which you have come. We are aware of the openness to hear
and the receptive mindset that you are in. Now the penetration of the
divine will bring you into a flow of such rightness for you and such
evenness of experience, that you will know that what comes forth is
correct for you in all ways.
No longer will you be involved in the guessing game of life, nor in
the search for stimulus and excitement there. You are now in the flow of
your divine self, and here you will return again and again as the appropriateness is so obvious to you. Here in the quiet place of your divine self
will be felt the transformative release of the burden of going it alone and
the stress and the strain of living from separation.
You see, you are not alone there ever. You are not alone there and
you are met with the loving guidance of whom and what you really are.
You will embrace this relationship as nothing you have embraced before,
and you will hold onto the experience of it as it brings such relief and such
a shared way of living there. We can tell you that togetherness is the very
nature of you and is the only way to live there. You see, you are always
joined with your Wholeness. You are always joined with the fulness of
whom and what you are. Call on your Wholeness, call on me, and call on
your Source to live with you each step of the way.
Now is the time to validate and verify to you that you are in
connection there and to give you the experience that will be so ‘right on’
for you. Truly, you are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not
alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 26
I am with you now even as you read this, and I am ready to bring
you guidance as you do so turn inward and ask. There is a readiness here
for you and a waiting for your call. I have you in my mind’s eye and I am
looking for an opportunity to bring to you what would help you there. We
are in this together, you and I, we are in this together. You are never
without the full blossoming of your self there, ready to gift you and bring
to you all that will benefit you and bring you into the full flowering of
your divine self.
You see, you are always held as one of us, as a part of us and as a
place of our intention and our love there. You are always held as of great
meaning to us, and as potential to open to your full awakening there. Here
we know you and we know of the truth of you, where you are in your
unfolding, and what would move you forward there. You are truly never
alone as you live, and you have the mighty resource of the spiritual realm
at the ready to assist you in all that you do. Join here and know that as you
do, you will be met with a chorus of those who love you and are working
tirelessly to assist you in your endeavors and in your awakening process.
Now is the time to turn inward and ask, Are you there, Father? Are
you there for me? Help me in my life and let me know what you would
have me do. What is your will here?
All is well, all is well there for you. Find the peace of your being
and the purpose of your being as you do join here in that quiet place of
peace. You are never alone, dear one, truly, you are never alone.
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Chapter 27
Now is the time to turn inward and ask for inner guidance. Now is
the time to connect most lovingly to the greater Wholeness of you and to
ask for continual joining and togetherness there. It is truly as you willingly
turn inward and ask for joining, for help and guidance and for the love of
true relationship to be felt, that you will move most furtively forward. You
are not alone there ever. Let your light shine as you live, and let your inner
radiance be felt by your others there.
Love is called for, always. But in order to give this attention, this
love to your others, you must first join, for what will come forth will be
the healing love, the joy, and the beauty of real relationship there. We can
tell you that this is the most healing power, dear one, the most healing
power available to you. You are now ready to bring to your others, real
nourishment of the most loving kind as you join and trust. You are not
alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there ever.
Now is the time to practice this, for it is necessary to become very
familiar with this way of living there. You must practice and practice again
over many hours, many days, many weeks, and many years. For the
ingrained way of using mind is so entrenched and so familiar to you that it
will take practice to let go and to move fully into the joined perspective
there.
You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there
ever. Now quiet your thinking mindset and ask for guidance to be made
known to you. You will know and you will be amazed at what is there for
you. We love you and we will never abandon you to the throws of the
separated way. Let your decision be to practice, practice and practice
again. We are there for you, always. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are
One.
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We are with you even as you read this chapter and ever as you find
you are living a life that seems as lonely and isolated. We are with you
there and we can tell you that as you turn inward, you will find the peace
that is there for you and the joy of real relationship and real love. We are
there for you and we are with you always.
The grace of it and the joy of it and the security of it are profound
and are the bounty in the blessing. How wonderful to know that you have
such a dear relationship with you always. The shared intent and the shared
feelings are there for you to experience, even in the midst of what may
seem as terrible times there.
Now is the time to learn of this relationship and to find anew what
was alway there but was forgotten along the way. We offer to you this dear
relationship, and tell you that it is the way to live and the way to move
forward there, dear one. Truly, it is the way to move forward there. I can
tell you that the love of your Source is there for you, and is there to
embrace and hold you as his own. Such wonderful news is not to be
dismissed, nor brushed off as pie-in-the-sky fluff, nor as inconsequential
to you, for it is the most far-reaching thing you could ever find there. Farreaching in its implications for you as a whole-souled one, and as a force
for good in your life and in your situation there. You see, your turning
inward and embracing the Whole of you has far reaching consequences for
all whom you may interact with, for the living love that you are will be felt
and will exude out to your others as that which is life changing and
impacting to them.
Now you will know that the mind set you have been taught and
have furthered is false, for it separates you from your others and leaves
you without a stronghold, a force for strength and a bulwark of stability to
join with as whom and what you are. The separated mind set leaves you as
alone and there to make up defenses which are so alienating to you and so
filled with that which cuts you off from the very Source of life. Ultimately,
it is death that this separated sense of self ushers in. But, dear one, you are
imbued with life, and in that life is ongoing safety, security, joy, peace and
comfort. Join now and trust that you will find anew that relationship of
divine love and peace. Now is the time and place. Let in, we are One.
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What will the movement look like as you live out from Source, the
joined way? What will life be like and will it be a life that will make a
difference there? These are questions we will look at in this chapter.
Your movement, your mindset, and your activity will be that which
could be called normal there, for you will be engaged in the activities of
everyday life. But now you will have the lens through which you view
everything changing, as it brings into your every day experience, the
joined perspective, and eventually, the will of your Source, completely.
This will take time as the separated mind set is ingrained and the
habits are reinforced by your society there. But as you listen and follow
what is given, the joined perspective will become the only way forward
there. How wonderful this will be for you as you now experience life that
flows smoothly and easily forward, with the benefits of your choices felt
by all those you come in contact with.
Your lens will clear and the view from the Wholeness of you will
be of such joy and peace for you. I can tell you that your movement
forward will feel like a breeze and will be filled with peace and love, light
and joy.
Now will come the great releasing of the burdens you have carried
for so long, as you feel the joined perspective and the Wholeness of you
bearing the responsibilities and providing the safety and the stability of the
true Source of you. No longer will you feel vulnerable and without a place
to turn to get your answers there. No longer will you yearn for excitement
in your life as your life will feel so full and complete in the joined
perspective. The right-on feeling will be yours, and the can-do and the
know-how will come forth. These are not idle promises, dear one, truly
these are not idle promises.
You will be impactful in your life and you will be as one who
brings great boon and blessing to your others there. Now you must trust,
you must trust there. All is well, all is well there. Now is the time to bring
to your life, involvement from the divine, who and what you really are.
Never alone, dear one, truly, never alone. I love you and that is the truth of
it.
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Now that we have ascertained that you are listening and that you
have felt guidance there, let us move into a greater working knowledge of
your true self, your divine self. Let us look more closely at what you truly
are, for it is as you embrace your divinity that you will hold on to it as the
truth of you. You see, you could never be other than what the Father is, for
he creates not unlike himself. He creates not unlike himself and imbues his
creation with what is the truth of him. Now Source is truly the movement
of living love that incarnates on Earth as All That is. Source moves and has
His/Her/Its being as each and everyone there, imbued with the love that is
the essence of all creation.
And so, it is as you realize that you are not separate from your
Source, and not in any way held away or apart, that you will embrace
these words, here. The inheritance that is yours as you live is given freely
to you, and is that which manifests as the perfect unfolding for you. The
prefect unfolding can be you, awakening to the truth of whom and what
you are, and letting this penetrate through to you there.
Now the turning inward will be felt as natural and normal and will
be the only place you find your truth. No longer will the way of living be
that which comes to you through your culture, nor your past experiences,
nor through your best knowing from the educational system you have been
put through. Rather, your knowing will be made to you as you listen for
the truth from inner guidance, from Source, and from those of us on the
spiritual plane who have you in our mind’s eye, our heart, and in our life’s
work. We are working to open you up to the truth, and take this as our
highest motivation, our intention, and our place of great effort.
For it is as you open to receive, that the Wholeness will feel into its
completeness and recognize itself as All That Is. You are not alone there
ever, dear one, truly, you are not alone there, ever. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One. Now the call for you is to turn inward and ask for
guidance to be made known to you and for your divine inheritance to be
given to you there. All is well, all is well.
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Do not let your mind be felt as separate from All That Is. As you
do this separation, you will diminish yourself and you will let go of the
very stuff of you, whom and what you are. You will let go of the
Wholeness and will operate as a smidgen there, a bit without an anchor,
nor an air way there. You will operate as that which is generating steam
from an empty pot, an empty engine, and an empty tank. You will not be
bringing into the world, true creativity nor originality, for your efforts will
be based on false and delusional view points that cannot sustain
themselves there.
Now the call is to open to receive the Whole of you and let
yourself be in that place of true openness to receive, joined there with All
That Is. You are joined there, and you are not separate from your truth. As
you come into that place of stillness where you are joined, you will receive
the true stability and security of living out from your Wholeness, and in
this will come the releasing of the dynamic of a fix or an addiction.
You see, as you live out from this place, it will not be attractive to
you to experience what can only be called a superficial high, a false and
gross boost, which will burst as you find out that indeed, there was
nothing there to really fulfill you. Rather, the true fulfillment will be in
the joining with your others there. With your sisters and brothers who are
indeed, a part of this family also. Here is your joy and your purpose as you
realize they are a part of the Wholeness. Your judgements will be let go of
and you will now see them as not separate from you but truly joined there,
truly joined.
We are One, you and I, and we are inclusive in our love for others.
Let this teaching on the importance of finding your peace and your
fulfillment be reflected in how you see your others there. All are one, and
indeed, all are family. Never alone, truly never alone.
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Trust in called for in all that you do. You are given a mission and
you are given the know-how and the can-do of it. Now you begin your
gifting and wonder, How will this ever be received? You wonder, How will
others ever respond to this as there are so many spiritual teachers out
there and so much information? How will this seemingly small gift get
given and received?
Well, dear one, I can tell you that the call is to trust! Trust is so
important to what you are doing, for it is truly the mindset to have as you
carry on with your gift, your mission.
!
Now you may think that you are doing this into oblivion, but I can
tell you, that, indeed, what is coming forth is important and will get given.
Here is where you must trust. Here is where you must trust.
In the forth coming days, much will unfold that will show you the
way there. Much will unfold and will carry with it the opening of the
doors to giving your gift. We are working with you to bring this to the
world and we can tell you that what you are doing will not be in vain.
Your life and your work will get given and you will find an
audience for it and a receptive mindset there. Many are hungry for this
news and many are searching for the truth of existence as they have been
bombarded with such nonsense by your media and such a shallow and
purposeless way to live.
Now the call is to let your trust grow, and let your commitment to
giving your gift be increased. Soon the gates of giving will open and you
will find yourself in the place of true giving there. We are with you,
always, and we have you in our mind’s eye, and in our hearts. You are
there and we are with you, always.
Let this chapter on increasing your trust be felt as personal to you
and let this chapter bring you into a place of peace. We can tell you that all
is well, all is well. We love you, and in that is the truth of it.
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Bring to bear on your life, the decision to listen for the Voice for
Truth. Bring to bear on your life, a commitment to hearing from your
Wholeness there. You see, there is truly a way to live that is far superior
than the way you have been conditioned to live. There is a way that is
inherent in who you are and is your birthright there. This way is not
archaic, nor as that which is irrelevant and outdated. Rather, it is the
current way to live there and the way most truly beneficial to you. What is
this way? It is the way of letting your willingness to hear from your
greater Wholeness be what is felt.
Now this requires that you learn to get into your peace and let the
thinking mindset dissipate. Let the ‘clear place’ and the ‘still place’ be
experienced and then listen for what is given to you. You may ask most
directly, What should I do in this situation? What is the truth of what is
unfolding here, and how should I proceed?
If you want to, you may take a pencil and paper and ask, Father,
let me know here. Let me now what is next here? You will find that what is
given will be the correct answer to your quest. Now if you are not clear on
what next, continue to ask and continue to listen. The way will be made
clear and the movement will be that which feels so right on for you.
This book is given with the express purpose of telling you over and
over, the importance of getting in touch with the greater Wholeness of
you, with your guides, and with your Source. That is its purpose, and in
the many pages of this book, we will reinforce this principal and this
important step and way of living.
Now we would say to you to put the book down and quiet your
thinking mindset there. Put the book down and ask, Are you there for me,
are you there, Father? What would you have me learn?
You will be given verification that you are in connection and you
will marvel at the more there is of you to enjoy and to live out from. Truly,
you are never alone there, ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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!
Just as you are, just as you are, come to guidance. Just as you are,
come into the love of you and the mindset of connection. No need to feel
that you must follow a ritual, nor a cleansing before you come to
guidance. Rather, come as you are.
What beautiful words are these and what beautiful relief can be
gained by leaning into them. For it takes the pressure off you to perform in
a way that is what could be called religious or spiritual. Rather, it opens
the door to direct communication and direct involvement from Source.
This is the way of true relationship, and it is the way of safety and
security and of not bungling, nor getting it wrong. Truly, as you come as
you are, and as you let in, you will be blessed with the healing and the
opening to your greater Wholeness there.
You see, Source does not require that you perform in order to come
into guidance. Source requires no hoop-jumping, nor any sort of negotiation there. Rather, coming into guidance is freely given, and freely felt
as what is intrinsic to you. You are not in anyway separate from your
guide, your right mind, your Wholeness, and so there is nothing separate
to come before! It is you, dear one, its is all you.
Now the time to come into your right mind, your inherent mind, is
here. Again, we would say, quiet your thinking mindset and let go of the
false sense of identity that would have you as guilty and as a misfit there.
Rather, as you do embrace the truth of you, you will find that you
are more loved than you could ever imagine. Now the safety and the
security of this way will be felt, and the need for a ritual or a set of steps
that open the door is not necessary. Rather, quiet your mind set and ask,
Are you there? Help me, guidance, and let me know what next in my life.
You will be heard and your reaching out will be felt as of the
utmost importance here. We will answer you, and we will show you the
love of your life. Now is the time to come into the still place, dear one, let
in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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What is the reason for reading this book? What prompted you to
read it? It is the part of you that is pushing for the truth to come forth and
for you to open to your true self. It is the part of you that wants for you,
true fulfillment and happiness, and true joy as you journey through life.
Now the message that we are sending you as the pages turn, are truly
repetitive in nature, for you need to hear it again and again—that you must
turn inward there and find your guidance.
What is your guidance? Truly, you do have a guide on the other
side that is working with you to help you along the way. But you have
many others who are working with you, also. Many are there to assist you
as you come into your knowing mindset, the mindset of connection.
You see, you are connected to the Whole, to your Creator and your
Sustainer directly. You have the movement of living love there, to set all
things right and bring to you profound love, safety, security, and assistance
along the way. Now the time to bring you into your Wholeness is at hand.
We can tell you that you are ready, dear one, and you are at that point
where we can commune with you more directly. Now is the time to quiet
your thinking mindset and listen for the Voice for Truth, there. Now is the
time to commune directly with the greater Wholeness of you and find out
that the love that surrounds you is there fully.
How wonderful to know that the limited mindset you have felt is
truly, only a poor and pitiful thing, a set of defenses that are based on
history, culture and what you have felt is tried and true. And yet, what this
is, is a thing without a lifeline there and a movement of stasis—oblivion
there. We can tell you that you must anchor yourself in the truth, and you
must allow for the flow of living love to come through to you to right
things, and to bring order out of chaos. Now the way will be made plain
and the forward movement will occur. You are not alone there ever, dear
one, truly, you are not alone there, ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we
are One.
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!
Move with ease into your joined connection and let go of the need
to do something that will bring about connection. It is not necessary to do
anything there, and it is not a mindset that must be inculcated into you.
Rather, it is your natural state there, and it is something that will feel as the
only way as you allow it to be brought to you. You see, what is called for
is practice and consistent intent. Do not set yourself up to feel as if you
will never ‘get it.’ Do not set yourself up to think that only the spiritual
ones and the good ones can access this place of transcendence. Indeed, it
is everyone’s birthright there, and it is time to bring to your planet this
releasing of the separated sense of self.
We are working with you there, and we are sensing the need for
our involvement at an increased level. You are all important to the greater
Wholeness, and so it is truly as each one opens to receive, that the
awakening will occur. It is worth your most concerted intent and effort to
let go of the thinking mindset and allow for your Wholeness to be felt. You
must practice this on a regular basis and begin to feel comfortable with it.
Do not wait until you are in an emergency or a crisis, rather, practice this
now. Let your life be felt as of the greatest import to your others and put
this practice as central to your gifting to yourself and others there.
We can tell you that your efforts and your consistent intent will be
rewarded. We are ready to give you involvement from the dearest relationship you could ever desire. We are here, I am here, and I love you.
What greater words could be heard, for they carry with them the promise
of guidance that has you as of the greatest fulfillment on all levels. All
levels, dear one. Most importantly, we would want you to awaken to the
truth of whom and what you are. You are, indeed, a part of the Wholeness
and you are, indeed, divine. Let these words penetrate through to you, and
let them be felt as all important there. You are not alone, dear one, truly,
you are not alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Find the peace of your being and stay there to commune with your
Source. Here, in the quiet place within, you will be met with a friend who
loves you and who has only your best interest at heart. How wonderful,
dear one, to know that you are never alone. We are with you there, and we
will not abandon you to the wily and cunning ways of the separated sense
of self.
We are here for you to turn to as you feel alone and without next
steps there. We can tell you that we will give you next steps, and we will
encourage you to stay in guidance to find your forward movement.
Now the cunning and wily ways of ego will want you to be distracted and caught up in the cultural way and into the way that serves ego.
It will hold up to you, a way that will seemingly provide reward to you
there, but this reward is faulty and holds nothing of substance for you. We
would say to you to move forward with the knowing mindset that you are
truly abided with there. As you see yourself as alone and without many to
turn to, know that you have the One that loves you always there, ready to
embrace and guide you there.
I love you and that is the truth of it. I want for you, all that is
fulfillment. I want for you, peace, joy, love and light. I want you to come
into the awakened state that will move you fully, into your Wholeness
there. Trust is called for and must be held as a part of the journey. For you
must lean into the truth there. It will not be as a life that follows as a set of
rules or prescriptions to gain certainty. Rather, it is a life lived in
relationship, and with the trust that your Creator has your best interest at
heart. Each day is new and each day is one of renewed joy, peace, and
love. I am with you there, and I will not abandon you ever. Let in and
allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Move into a new you! What does this mean? A new you is a you
renewed! A new you is a letting go of the old and bringing in what remains
perpetually new. You see, you already are a vibratory being bringing in
newness as your very fundamental nature. The Source brings in newness
as a basic principal. Now you are a vibratory being of living love and this
love is transformative in nature and is that which has as its very essence,
renewal. You are a being brought into newness always, and therefore,
cannot be that which dies. You see, you are an eternal being, dear one, and
always have been. You are a direct inheritor of your Source and have that
Source as your foundation there. All are of this Source and all have this
energy of living love as the basis of who and what they are.
This is such wonderful news and eradicates depression and
staleness in life and reinvigorates and revitalizes on an ongoing basis. The
Bible says,” Behold, I make all things new,” and indeed, these words are
true. We are working with you to allow for your newness to be
experienced and to let the old and false be extinguished as the nothingness
it is.
Now is the time to allow for this newness to come forth, and to let
in that which you really are. Let the power of living love, the very
substance of you come forth and be brought into your awareness there. We
cannot force this on you, nor can we manipulate you into this way of
thinking, but we can tell you that your willingness and your curiosity to
find out the more of you is truly what is called for there.
Let go of your conditioned thinking and turn inward. Ask, Are you
really there? Let me know the more of me that is there. I am willing and
await your gifting there.
We are there with you and will bring you the certainty you would
like. We will give you the evidence again and again, that what is given to
you there, is true. Let your willingness be felt and let your knowing mind
set, your mindset of connection come into view—always there, and always
new. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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I am with you even as you read this and even as you bring into
your life the forward movement there. I am with you and am there to help
you and guide you along the way. Trust is called for as you live and truly
is the way to move forward there.
Certainty in our involvement and certainty in our love is what you
know to be true and what unfolds is the movement of love for you. We can
tell you that trust is called for, for you will wonder at how this occurrence
could be that which is part of the movement forward there. And yet, trust
is called for in all ways.
You are ready to open to receive the blessings of life lived in
connection, and we are there to shower you with them, dear one, truly we
are there to shower you with them. There is a call for greater listening and
following, and there is a call for greater trust. As you live your day in the
joined, non-separated way, you will marvel at what comes forth for you.
Now the movement of the moment is the movement of living love
there and in this movement will you find the joy and peace of your being.
This is the field, the atmosphere of your life, for it is what gives you
breath and fresh air as you live. It gives you the fresh air of living love
which revitalizes and replenishes you as nothing else there. You are not
alone there, dear one, truly you are not alone there ever.
Now as this chapter comes to a close, we would say to let your
thinking mindset go, and welcome in that stillness. Wait for your guidance
to make itself known to you and listen for what next there. We are with
you always, and we will not leave you there ever, to live a life of
separation which has as its motive, unlimited death and destruction.
We can tell you that you are held in our awareness and we are
working mightily to guide you into the truth of your being there. Never
alone, dear one, truly never alone. All is well. Let this chapter reaffirm
again to you our presence, and our love to you. I love you and that is the
truth of it.
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Seek to find the inward way. The inward way is the way of
connection and the way of empowerment there. The inward way is the
way of direct communication to your Source and has as its modus
operandi, the movement of love. You will find that you are met there with
the love that moves you forward and has as its best interest, you. It has
you as the place where the movement can come forth, and can bring to
your others, this great love.
Love is much more than what you have known it to be, for it is,
indeed, a living energy which sets all things right, and brings order out of
chaos, there. It brings into play the principles from the divine and allows
for the transformational movement to occur.
You are this movement of living love and you have as your
substance, All That Is. You have as whom and what you are, your Allness
there. Now this is so powerful for you and so absent of ego, that you will
feel as your part in what unfolds was not done by you, for it is so obvious
that you could not, nor would not, from your limited mind set, have the
capability to bring into play the perfect unfolding for all concerned.
You are able to claim that your part was only to listen and follow
and to allow for this creative and joyous unfolding to come forth there.
You see, dear one, truly you are not alone as you live and you are not
without The Great Transformer working within, to allow for the
movement of living love to come forth.
I can tell you that as you adopt the inward way as the only way to
listen and live from, you will find again and again, this great movement
into your Wholeness, there.
Now we would say to quiet your mindset and let all thoughts go.
Ask that you be given a sign or signal that you are in connection and
indeed, you will be given this. Then listen for the Voice for Truth, which is
indeed you, but the ‘joined’ you with your Allness, there.
Let in and allow for, indeed, we are One. All is well, all is well.
Never alone, truly, never alone.
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I am with you as you read this. Many times I have stated this, but it
is necessary for you to hear it many times, for it is so important for you to
know that your journey is not a solo one. Your journey is not a solo one
and not a journey which would have you moving without the dear companionship of one who loves you.You have a dear companion there, and
together, we can relish in our relationship of such joy and love.
Indeed, I am with all those who would have me there with them.
How could I be in so many places at the same time? The movement of
Oneness includes the All. Therefore, my love is there for you as a part of
the Allness and yet, I know you as an individual entity, who has individual
needs, wants, desires, and mission. I am there for you and I will not let
you down to flail around on your own, as the whiplash of ego whirls you
to and fro. I will not leave you to the dictates of an ego that has no
substrate, nor lifeline to truth.
How could I leave one that I love in ignorance, when the truth of
whom and what you are is right there to know and to access? You must
truly only open to it, and seek to live out from it, to know what is said
here.
Now we are a relationship that has as our founding principle, the
movement of living love, which is coming from Source and puts us in the
laws from divinity there. The laws of the Source are not those of the
physical, but are over and above the physical, and far exceed the physical
which are, indeed, false there.
And so, we would say move into the magnificent relationship that
knows no suffering and knows no sin, sickness or death, there. These are
truly, not the laws from spirit, and as you claim our relationship, you will
know what is said here.
Now is the time to move away from your separated self, and move
into the alignment with your truth. We are One, you and I, truly we are
One. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are together through it All.
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Bring to bear on all that you do guidance from the divine. There is
a place to turn at each choice point there, a place of true integrity. Do not
feel that you are left to fend for yourself in a world of disregard, but feel
that you are abided with there, and joined with One who loves you and
who knows you intimately.
I have your best interest at heart as I guide you, and I have the
Whole of you to see and experience as you move through your life there.
You see, we here on the spiritual plane, are with you there, and we see you
as our own. Not as one solo, nor without a way to move forward, for you
have that way, dear one, truly, you have that way.
We are interested in your waking up to the truth of you and
awakening to your greater Wholeness, there. This is our mission, to bring
you to the awareness of the Wholeness of whom you are a part. You are
not separate to live a life of isolation and loneliness, nor are you without
the means to access that togetherness, that joined perspective, there.
I am there for you, always, even as you read this, I am there for
you, always. We are together, you and I, and I bring to you, unfettered
love and devotion and availability. You are not put on the back burner of
life to await my attention. No, immediately you are given attention and the
know-how and the can-do of your mission there, your life and your
healing.
I see you as my own and I will not depart from you there, ever. We
are One, dear one, and that is the message this chapter would bring to you.
We are One and we are together through it all. I love you and in that is the
truth of it. Now quiet your mindset and let all thoughts go. Ask that you be
given verification that I am there for you, and I will be there. Now listen
for the meaning, the knowing, that will come forth. You will know and
you will marvel at our relationship there. All is well, all is well.
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Take heed and allow for guidance to speak to you there. As you
allow for the Voice for Truth to be heard, take heed to follow and flow
with the truth there.You are not alone there as you live and you are not
without a way to live that is vital for you and filled with the utmost
integrity there.
Now the way will be made plain for you, and the way will be that
which moves you along your mission there, your gift to receive and to
give. It is as you follow this truth that you will find the joy and the peace
that accompanies your truth.
Such fulness is felt as you listen and follow there. Such
appropriateness will your life have in all situations. Now you will bring
into your life, those who would benefit from your forward movement
there. We can tell you that what you are experiencing is truly meant for
you to live out from.
Nothing that is said here is meant to delude you, nor bring you to a
false place, a dead end there. Rather, what is given to you is where life
truly begins and where the forward movement can be felt most
wonderfully there.
Now you are not alone as you live, ever, for you are joined there
by many who are working with you to bring you into the joined
perspective. Many, who have as their goal, to wake you up to the truth of
whom and what you are.
I can tell you that you are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you
are not alone there, ever. Let your life be felt as joined, and in this joining
let your life flow forth abundantly. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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There is a way to live that carries with it the full embodiment of
you there, and moves you forward in the flow of your Source. This way is
the way of living out from connection to the greater Wholeness of which
you are a part. Moving out from this joined connection to this Wholeness
will bring you such joy and such a right-on feeling there. It is truly for you
to move forward and live from the bounty and the blessings your Father
would have you live.
You see, we who are working with you, want for you to abandon
the separated way and move into your Wholeness. The separated way, the
way of the ego, is a way of defensive strategies that you have incorporated
as who you are, and yet these strategies, which have guilt and fear as their
basis, are not the truth of you in any way. They are not the truth and are
illegitimate replacements for the truth of whom you really are. You are not
alone there to suffer from the pain of ego defenses, and you are not alone
there to live a life of fragmentation and ill health and poor well being.
You cannot replace the truth of you with the empty promise the ego
would give, nor the hollow investment of the material world and its
dictates. For though the things of the material world are there, they cannot
hold a promise of well being for you as you live. They are empty there and
they are truly without the substance to give you the dynamic and fruitful
life lived in connection to your lifeline, your true Source there.
Life is meant to be a blessed experience and filled with the joy and
the peace and dynamic forward movement of your mission there. You are
not alone to suffer the ego dynamics ever, and as these are abandoned, you
will rejoice, dear one. Now the call is for you to quiet your thinking mindset and let your cares and worries go. In that quiet place within, I will
connect with you, and I will show you the way. Never alone, there, dear
one, truly, never alone. All is well and know that you are deeply loved.
Trust is called for and a persistence in staying with the joined perspective.
This is the truth, this is the truth.
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Let the love that you are be felt as what is real about you. Love is
so powerful in its ability to set things right and bring harmony out of
chaos, there. As you lean into this love, you will find that things flow with
ease, and the forward movement unfolds delightfully.
All things are this movement of living love and are that which
embrace you and have as their intent, to move you forward there. You are
this love and it is for your very being to bring newness into your life at
each and every moment, there. You are not alone, dear one, to live a life of
futility and fatigue. For life without awareness of this living love is futile
and most fatiguing there. Now the call is to recognize this love and to ask
your guide to show you this love so that you may experience first hand
what is said here.
We are interested in you moving forward in your life and we are
interested in you feeling the love of your Source more fully. And so, ask
on a daily basis. What is this love, Father? Show me this love of which I
am made. You will be heard and you will be given the experience of it, of
illumination there.
I can tell you that those of us who are working with you are eager
for you to have this experience and we are eager for you to feel into the
truth of whom and what you are.
You are joined by many of us who are working tirelessly to bring
you into the awakened state, there. This is our goal and our mission, to
bring more and more of you there, into your awakened state. Soon the
multitudes will know and the forward movement will occur for all
humankind. Now we would say to you, to stay in tune and in touch and
look for what comes forth for you in your life, as proof of our love for
you. The blessings and the bounty are there, and the joy of living from this
relationship of true love is immeasurable.
Now is the time to ask and now is the time to quiet your thinking
mindset. Find your peace and ask for the joining in living love. Never
alone, dear one, truly never alone. I love you and that is the truth of it.
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Increase your willingness to bring to bear on all that you do,
guidance from the divine. Your willingness is a precursor to the movement
within there, and it is necessary for our connection to be experienced. Your
willingness is necessary and must not be overruled by us as this would be
a violation of sovereignty, there. You are sovereign in your will and we
take this as a certain condition that must be had before we can allow for
the Voice for Truth to be heard. Your willingness is sovereign and truly it
is of the greatest importance there, to have. You can ask that your
willingness be increased and we will help you in this, but we cannot go
against your own free will there as a sovereign one from Source.
With this known to you, you do not have to fear that we can
manipulate you, nor coerce you, nor habituate you. Rather, you will come
because the experience proves to be so right and so meaningful as you live
out from it.
Now you must not take anyone’s word for it, nor feel compelled in
any way. It must be your experience that brings you to guidance. Your
experience and no one else’s there. We can serve as a motivation and a
way-shower there, but it is you who must have the curiosity and the
willingness to quiet your thinking mindset and ask to join.
If you do, the benefit and the bounty are immense, and most
importantly, you will be coming into the truth of you, there. Now we
would say to you to bring with you a willing heart and a willing mind and
open up to receive. You are not alone there, dear one, truly, you are not
alone. Let this teaching on willingness serve to verify and validate to you
that you have what is necessary, to come into the truth of you, into
guidance from your Source. Let these words and their intention, nudge
you closer to opening. Never alone, dear one, truly never alone.
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Move lightly through your day and feel into your knowing mindset, there. As you move lightly through your day, and listen with intention
to what comes forth, you will marvel at how smoothly and wonderfully
your day occurs. It will seem as a light and easy experience and it will
seem as that which has seemed burdensome in the past, now is much less
difficult. You will bring a different mindset there, and you will move
through whatever you are involved in with ease. Now the days will be as
pearls on a string and as diamonds to enjoy. They will be as precious to
you and as priceless, for they are exquisite in their perfection. Now you
will feel the togetherness, and in this togetherness will you joy in the
journey of your life.
I can tell you that those of us who are working with you are
enjoying you, also. It is not only you who are the receiver, but you are the
giver as you join, for we can enjoy your life, too. We are looking for every
opportunity to break the shackles of the separated way and to show you
the joined way, the connected way, there. Soon the shackles of separation
will be as the nothingness they are, and the Oneness that is you will be
known as the only way. I can tell you we are looking forward to this
awakened state, and we are working mightily there to bring you into this
divine state, your original way of being there.
It is as you allow for and as you open to, that the way will be made
plain. Now we would suggest to you that you put this book down and
quiet your thinking mindset. Ask that we be made known to you and ask
that you be given verification that you are in connection. We will hear you
and we will verify to you that you are not alone there, ever. Now is the
time, dear one, truly, now is the time. Let the movement be one of
listening and allowing and trusting. We can tell you that you are One with
us and we love you there. Let your mindset feel as one joined, and in this
is the forward way. All is well, all is well. We love you and in that is the
truth of it.
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You are truly listening for the Voice for Truth as you live, and you
are truly moving to what will be forward movement there. Now you are
feeling some trepidation, for you cannot see how what you are hearing can
possibly move you into the giving of your mission, there. You have felt
that there is a stasis and a lack of guidance to move you forward, and yet,
what you are involved in is truly what is called for there.
Now we would say to you to allow for your life to unfold without
willfulness, without distraction, and without incorporating something from
outside that is a grab onto thing, a hope for stimulation and something
new, for it will distract you from what is truly going to bring in the
newness there.
You must realize that we see the big picture in your life and we see
what will truly move you forward, there. Now the time to allow for the
forward movement is there, and the time to bring to bear on your life,
listening always, and as each choice point occurs, listen to what comes
forth and follow, follow, follow, dear one. Truly, this is the call there. Stay
tuned and in touch with guidance, for guidance has your best interest at
heart, there. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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There is within your mind, a place of integrity and love. Here you
can learn to live out from as you practice and stay in touch with this place.
This place should more truly be called a relationship there. We can tell you
that this relationship is with you always, and has only your best interest at
heart. How wonderful to have a relationship that accompanies you always
and will guide you at each choice point. How wonderful to know that you
are never alone there, ever. I can tell you this and I can emphasize it again
and again, but truly it is as you access it and learn to live from this
magnificent relationship that you will know the true value of what is said
here.
We who exist on the spiritual plane, which interpenetrates in and
through everything, are not separate from you, but have you in our mind’s
eye, our heart, and have you as our mission there. We are working
mightily to bring you into the joined perspective, the way of the truth of
you, of life, there. We are working mightily and we have naught but your
best interest at heart.
This book may seem as repetitive to you, and it is meant to be that
way, for it is given to you for the purpose of bringing you to the awareness
of inner guidance and into the awareness of your Voice for Truth, which is
there for you always.
We can tell you this over and over again, but you must try it and
learn to live out from it. It is the answer, dear one, truly it is the answer
there. Now we would say to quiet your thinking mindset and close your
eyes. Let all the thoughts that flow through so incessantly be released, and
feel into the peace of your being there. Now ask that you be joined by your
guidance and that you be given a sign, a signal, that you are indeed joined
there. As you do this again and again, you will know that what is given
here is the truth. We are with you, dear one, and we have only love for
you. Now is the time, there, now is the time. Let in and allow, for indeed,
we are One.
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Do not allow for your mindset to be brought into separation there
and ask always, Are you there? Am I connected Father? You will receive
an answer and you will be brought into the fullness of your Source. Your
mindset is what you learn to know and understand, there.
Your mindset must be known as the new territory, the place of real
discovery. You must learn to distinguish the Voice for Truth from the
separated, the ego mindset. For always, this will be felt as discerning what
is truly serving you and your others, rather than the limited and partial
mindset that would seek to promulgate hate and destruction, to tear apart
and to defend at all costs, for this is where it will survive there. It must be
fed to survive, and it must be catered to, to breed its corruption.
You must understand that your habituated mindset is always on the
hunt for that which would feed the separated self. It is as a hungry lion,
waiting to be thrown a piece of meat, there.
Now you must learn to decipher that this is taking place, and you
must learn to say, No! I will not listen to such garbage. I choose instead, to
live out from the Voice for Truth, from my Right Mind, the mind of Holy
Spirit. That choice will find the peace of your being there and the ego
mindset will disintegrate as the nothingness it is. It is vital to understand
this, dear one, truly it is vital to understand this there, for it will be so
freeing and so necessary as you live, and it will allow for a much more
wonderful and true way to live.
You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly, you are not alone
there, ever. Ask and you will be given the discernment to know, and ask
that you be given the reinforcement of Spirit to shed light on the culprit,
the impostor, and the defenses that have ingrained themselves over so
many eons of time.
You will learn to dismiss it and turn inward to truth often, and as
you do, we are with you there fully, and we have only your best interest at
heart. Now we would say to you to turn inward and let the many thoughts
that surface go. Quiet your thinking mindset and ask that your guidance be
known. We will show you the way and we will be with you through it all.
You are never alone, truly, you are never alone.
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I am with you this day. There is reason for rejoicing in this, for it
brings such comfort to know that you are not alone there, ever. How
wonderful to know that you are met with the companionship of One who
loves you and earnestly seeks for your best interests in all guidance given
and in a love shared.
Companionship such as this cannot be had on the physical realm
easily, for others have self interest as primary there. Even those who are
infused with love have moments of self interest as with them.
Now this is not to say that relationships on Earth are not of the
greatest importance, but they are truly limited in what they can provide
you and what they can allow to occur there. You see, self interest is that
which is there as the limited mindset is had. Self interest and self
importance is there as life is lived from the mindset of ego.
Now things are changing and the planet is awakening to the
wholesale need of togetherness through it all. The planet is awakening to
the need for cooperation in living life and in joining with each other. We
can tell you that your planet will awaken soon and the mindset of
selfishness will diminish, there. Soon you will see the great togetherness
that is there, and you will know that only in working together, can the
needs of all be met.
You see, this is your calling. This is your greatest achievement as a
planet and as a people working together, to bring great sharing and caring
to each and everyone, there. You must realize that just as you are a part of
each other, you are a part of the universe and of those of us living and
working on other planets there. It is for you as a young planet to learn this
step before you can comprehend the necessity of your cooperation with
the Wholeness there.
We can tell you that soon you will be ready for you are discovering
the mindset of cooperation there so readily and so fully. Let your
connection to the spiritual plane, the Holy Spirt, and to me, be felt as the
necessary first step in finding this cooperation and living out from the
guidance from Source. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you
are not alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are, One.
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Allow for increased movement in your life as you connect with
your guidance. This will look like more times of quiet and more time of
reflection there, and it will look like a release of the mindset of limitation
there. As you do this, you will be infilled with the next steps there and the
forward movement will be had.
You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone
there, ever. We would say to you to call on your Wholeness there, and trust
that you will be heard and answered. You will find that next steps will be
given to you and the way will be made plain. You see, you are not there to
live as one who must guess at what to do, nor take stabs at what you think
is right as you move from limitation there. No! The way will be made
plain, and the forward movement will occur.
It is truly a time of increased movement for you and it is a time to
listen and follow there. Do not let your limitations and your mindset of
what is possible place you in a situation of no movement, nor of little
progress there, forward. Truly, you must let go of the faulty thinking and
the conditioning that has led you in your life.
Now this is the goal and this is the reason we are there, for it is as
you awaken to your Wholeness, that you will know that there never could
be an obstacle in your way, nor a wall that would limit you, there. Bring to
bear the mindset of connection always, and trust, trust, trust there. Now is
the time to turn quietly inward, dear one, and now is the time to listen for
what is given to you. You are not alone there, ever. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One.
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It is as you turn with intention to your guidance, that you will find
what is there for you. It is with the intention of one who would join with
Wholeness there, that you will find your truth. And so, intention truly is
the necessary ingredient there to learn of the great resource within.
Your intention will be as the grease which lines the pan and allows
for the smooth release of your guidance there. Now intention paves the
way, and it is as you learn to expect an answer and to understand that your
guidance is there always, that you will move easily and often to that place
of great resource there.
We can tell you that you are not alone there ever, dear one, and we
can tell you that the ongoing relationship is truly there to give you the cando and know-how of living life. How wonderful to know that you are
joined with one who has the infinite view there, the view from the
transcendent. How wonderful to know that you have with you, one who
loves you and cares for you without a need for secondary gains, nor
without a self interest that has you as a means and not as an end in
yourself.
You are truly thought of as one who is loved and one who has your
deepest interest at heart. Now I can tell you that you are not alone there
ever, and I can tell you that you are loved, but truly, these things are best
known to you as you do so experience them, for they must be experienced
to be fully known there.
Now is the time to turn inward and let your thoughts go. Now is
the time to let your thoughts be released and the quiet place within be felt.
I am here for you and I will give you a sign, a signal, that you are not
alone there. Now will come the great communion as you come here more
and more. Now will come the great releasing of the separated way. How
wonderful for you and for us to now have you as our own and for you to
know your Wholeness there. We love you, dear one, and indeed, that is the
truth of it.
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Trust is called for in your life, for it will take trust to continue on in
your endeavors there. You are called on to trust, for it will take going
forward without immediate validation from the outside there, to carry on.
You have been told that without feed back from others what you are
involved in may be empty there, but we are telling you that your feed back
must come from the Holy Spirit, the Source within. Here is the
confirmation you will receive as you turn inward again and again.
Now the movement you are involved in is of the utmost
importance to the Allness, but truly the timing is in the Father’s hands and
so again we say to you to trust, trust, trust.
Carry on in your daily life, turning to guidance and taking care of
the seemingly mundane things that occur. Ask for guidance in these also,
and ask that your path be made clear and your movement be made in
alignment with Source, there. We will guide you specifically there, and we
will show you the way.
Now as you continue on in your life, turn easily and often to
guidance. Turn here and come to the realization that there is no other place
to turn. No other place that is worthy of proceeding from.
The thinking mindset, based on what history has taught, or as
conditioned thinking has impelled into you is faulty in all ways. Truly, it is
faulty, as it has as its motivation, to divide and conquer. It has as its
motivation, to place the ego as supreme and the separate way as the true
way there.
Now is the time to live out from the joined perspective and come
into full consciousness there. Now it the time to come into the mindset of
Wholeness. Here you can live a life of true meaning and validation as you
trust in your mission, your life from this way. You are never alone there,
dear one, and we hold you in our mind and heart. Indeed, we are One.
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I am with you there as you come into guidance and I can tell you
that your life is intact and your mission is secure there. We can tell you
that the decision to carry on without immediate feed back, nor accolades,
nor recognition, is important as it puts the work in the context of true
giving there. Your desire to give the gift without recognition is called for,
for it will focus the attention on the work and on the transformational and
life changing words coming forth.
You are met there with the love of your Source, and in that is the
reward. We can tell you that all will unfold and all will be brought into the
forward movement there. Now the time to focus on the writing is at hand
and the time to pursue it with diligence and dedication is there.
Focus on your mission and place it in the fore front of your life.
Have it be what occupies your interest and intention, and see how the
words flow forth and the news is shared there. Now the time of focused
writing is at hand, and the need to bring your attention to the words and
the guidance given is there. We can tell you that this is the most important
thing you can be doing there, dear one, truly this is the most important
thing you can be doing in your life. Stay close to guidance and stay close
to living out from here.
The joy of it and the rightness of it will be felt. You can count on
continued forward movement and continued feelings of being in the flow
as you do so continue on. You are not alone there, ever, dear one, truly you
are not alone there, ever. Trust that you are met with the love of your
Source, always. Truly, you are met with the love of your Source. Let in
and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Seek only for that which brings you closer to the joined perspective. As you live, it is always as you let go of the enculturated way and let
go of the constant and ‘in your face’ messages to consume and to spend
there, that you will move into a place of peace. Now you will move into
that place of peace and that place of connection more easily as you carry a
mindset of openness to receive there. And so, it is as you empty out the
constant messages of the ego mindset, the separated way, that you will
move into the place of deep reception there.
Here is the place of connection and the place of the deepest joy
you can find. Here is the place of real love that holds you in its embrace
and gives you the security and the safety you so long for there. Now the
way will be made plain and the vision to move forward will be given to
you. You are not alone there, dear one, truly, you are not alone there, ever.
Now the great releasing of the burdens you have held will dissipate
as the nothingness they are, and the lightness of your being will come
forth joyfully and with abandon there, to bring you into the ecstasy of
living love. This living love is who you are and it is filled with the meaning
the Source would have for you. Truly, you are never alone there, dear one.
Truly, you are never alone there, ever. We can tell you that you are
accompanied by your guide, your Source, and the Holy Spirit, but you
must experience it to make it real for you. And so, the call again is to go
into a quiet place where you are in connection there. Then ask your
guidance to hep you in what you are questioning about. You will be given
an answer and you will be shown the way.
Simply and with clarity, you will have the answer shown to you
and the perfect unfolding of next steps will occur for you. All problems
can be brought before Source there, and there is nothing too trifling for
Source to respond to. Allow, dear one, and trust. We are there for you and
in this is the truth of it.
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This book is given to you in order that you might abandon your
limited self and come into your full connection there. This book is given to
you so that you might release the weight of the separated self and see it as
the impostor that it is. You see, dear one, you could never be separate
there, nor could you be as one who has nothingness for your origination.
Truly, all life originated from Source and has the inherent meaning the
Source has there.
!
How wonderful to know this and how wonderful to lean into this
as you live, for it will provide such richness to your life and such a sense
of completeness there. As you learn to live out from your connection, you
will find the unfoldment of your mission and the purposefulness that you
so long for. For life is meant to be lived on purpose there. It is meant to be
lived as that which has purpose as its very nature and has meaning as its
essence there.You are not alone there, dear one, and you are not without a
way forward for you, that will enrich you and bless you as nothing else.
There is a willingness that is called for in this, for we cannot force
it on you, nor can we educate you into it. We can tell you and show you
the way, but you must take the step of willingness there, for it is your
divine birthright to have free will in your life. Nothing can take this from
you there, and nothing can dissolve this inalienable right from your
Source.
We can tell you that your choices from separation will be as a crap
shoot there, and will not be that which is secure, nor certain, nor will your
life lived from this way be especially meaningful. Rather, it will be selfserving and will involve you in a greater need to feed your ego, there.
Truly, it is as you allow for your joined perspective to reign in your life
that the transformative way will be made plain for you. You are not alone
there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there ever. Let in and allow,
for indeed, we are One.
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Bring to bear on all that you are involved in, guidance and the
joined perspective. The words that come to you as you listen are indeed
meant to give you increased forward movement and confidence that what
is unfolding is in your best interest there.
Now we can tell you that you are always held as of the greatest
value and that you are given only that which would help you there and
would point you in the right direction there. For it is in our mission and
our intent to awaken you to that truth of whom and what you are.
Now as you have found that there is more there than what you
have thought, you will pursue the joined perspective with more eagerness
and with a curiosity as to what will come forth there. You are not alone
there, dear one, truly you are never alone there, as you find that what
unfolds is truly in your best interest and has an outcome that is better than
you could possibly imagine. The outcome benefits all and causes no harm
there. It is truly as you find the great unfolding there that brings you into
the flow of your Source that you will know that you are indeed, met with
love and dynamic movement.
Now the call is to bring your full intention to what you are hearing
and bring your mindset of joining as your way forward there Your gift will
get given and the full flowering of your mission will come forth. You are
never alone there, dear one, truly, you are never alone. Let in and allow,
for indeed, we are One.
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You have come into the world at this time for a purpose that has as
its intent to awaken you to the truth of who you are. You have come into
the world for a purpose that has far-reaching consequences there. And so,
your life is filled with meaning and filled with purpose that is being
disclosed to you as you progress through life.
This disclosure comes in the way of messages given to you, both
indirectly and directly, that lead you onward and bring you into a place of
certainty about your life, your origination, and your ongoing commitment
there. You are not alone as you live, dear one, truly, you are not alone, and
you have a host of those on the other side working with you there. You
have your guidance and you have me available to you to show you the
way.
We are giving you this book and we are showing you, by how
things unfold, that you are truly not there as a matter of happenstance, but
that you have a purpose to your life that far exceeds what you have
thought there. You have a purpose and you have a mission to embark on
and to fulfill there.
I can tell you that you are met with the love of those who are
working with you, and you are met with ongoing guidance as to next
moves there, next steps. Your immediate task is to live your life with
curiosity and with openness to hear. You task is to ask from guidance what
is necessary to make things clear to you.
Now we would say to quiet your thinking mindset and come into
the place of your being. Allow for all distractions to be let go of and ask
that you be joined by your guidance there. You will be heard and you will
be given what is necessary for you always. We are with you there fully.
Let the joining be felt as letting go of the burden of separation, and let it
ease your load there. Let the burden drop and let your life be felt as
mutually lived and shared. You are truly held as one of our own and you
are held as precious to us. We love you and we are with you there, fully.
Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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I am with you even as you read this. I am with you there and am
carrying your mission with me and working with you to bring forth what
will give you the completeness in fulfilling what you have set out to do.
Now your task is to listen and follow with intention and trust that what is
given to you to do is, indeed, of the utmost importance there.
We see the benefit of your gifts to others and we see the likelihood
that what comes forth will be of great significance to others who are
caught in the web of separation there.
The choice to let the words be that which are taken as of the most
serious is up to you. For we cannot impose, nor manipulate into others,
forward movement that is not willfully given. You must be the one who
agrees and who then takes the next steps there and willfully gives your
attention to what is heard and follow, follow, follow.
Now the tasks will be doable and will be that which are truly in the
best interest of everyone there. You will not be called on to go out on a
limb and put yourself in the way of comfort, safety and security, but you
will be called on to take the action steps there.
Now through all this you will be guided each step of the way. Now
is the time to put into action what we are telling you and take it as of the
most important thing you could be doing. We are there with you through it
all. The benefit and the bounty will come forth and the joy of living out
from guidance will be felt.
Now is the time to put into action what is given to you and not let
the cost, nor the inconvenience, nor the doubts about it interfere. You must
trust and move forward there. Truly, you are abided with there, and we are
working diligently to move you forward. Let in and allow, dear one, for
truly, we are One.
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Chapter 61
!
Let us find together what you have promised that you would bring
to others, and let us find together, your divine mission there. You have
been given a mission to give, and you have agreed to this. Before coming
to the earth plane, you agreed to allow for the forward movement and the
effort and the will that is required to bring forth your mission to others
there.
Now you are faced with arriving at the place where the mission is
to be given, and we would say that the effort and the determination that it
will require is called for there. We are in this together, but it will not occur
without your persistence and your intention to make it happen.
Now this does not mean that you will feel alone in giving your gift,
for we will be with you all the way. It will require that you focus on it and
disregard the fear and the feeling of inadequacy that your ego will put
before you there. It requires going fearlessly forward and not allowing
your habituated behavior of taking things as they come and allowing for
great time to occur between your work times. It is important to focus and
stay persistent and to put forth effort and intent.
You are called on to trust in this and to go forward fearlessly and
without hesitation there. You will be given steps to take and you will be
given the means to accomplish your mission. We are with you there, fully,
and we are ready to move forward with diligence and with fortitude to
bring forth your great gift. You must realize that what is to come will
benefit many, and will allow others to come forth and turn to their guides
there. They are not alone there ever, and they are truly also there to give a
gift to others there.
You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there
ever. Let your life be felt as that of importance and let your gift come forth
mightily there. Trust and move forward and know that you are never
alone. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 62
!
Seek that which will allow for increased focus and concentration in
your work. This will mean that you will not look at the media as an escape
to retreat to, and to forget what you are engaged in, there. Now we can tell
you that the call to work diligently is made to you and is made so that you
will give your gift there, and not let it go as something that is a happenstance occurrence, nor an unfolding of only serendipity. Truly, it will
require that you give your gift, and that you listen to guidance for the
perfect unfolding and next steps there.
It is easy to think that others are giving the gift so that you need
not do it, and it is easy to just let time fly by and relax into habituated
behaviors there. But this will not get the gift given, and this will not bring
to you the satisfaction of applied effort there.
Now you must truly want to give your gift, and you must want to
let the mission unfold as that which occurs with divine guidance. But the
responsibility is yours to listen and follow. The responsibility is yours.
You see, we cannot do it for you, nor can we cause things to
happen without your intention there and your openness to receive and then
follow what is given. We are telling you that you must persist and you
must work seriously. You will be given what you need at each choice point
and you will be shown the way, but you must choose to listen and follow
and bring your energy and your effort into it.
You must not allow for the media and the circumstances of life to
intrude on what you are meant to do. Now others are truly leading their
own lives and so let your focus be on your life. Let your focus be on your
life and your mission there. This gift will be given to others, and it is for
the purpose of others, and so it is not selfish to focus on this gift to give. It
is a necessity and a requirement that must be met in order for the gift to
get given there.
Now we would say, allow for next steps and proceed with the
confidence of your Wholeness, there. All is well, all is well. Indeed, we
are One, and in it together.
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Chapter 63
Forward movement will involve the willingness to abandon the
comfort of familiar ways of behaving and will require the conviction to
openly communicate with others about inner guidance. Forward movement will require that you put your reticence on the back burner and put
your willingness to voice what you have come to know to others there.
This will take a willingness to be seen as on outlier or a fringe person and
will require you to take the criticism and the sarcasm as that which is
inconsequential to the big picture there.
Giving your gift will require that you move with steadfastness
forward, always in touch with guidance and with your guides, there. It will
require that you abandon the need to be sequestered in your private place
and will require that you move into the public eye.
This is truly what is called for and will not be as difficult as it
seems there. We will guide you in this and we will show you the way.
Now the time for intense listening and writing is called for, and the time
for shedding the cloak of obscurity is at hand.
You are truly called to witness to what you have come to know and
you are called on to be the Voice for Truth there. Now the time of the great
gifting will occur. For we can tell you that the time is now. The doors will
open and the way forward will be shown to you. As you move into this
next stage of giving your gift, you will be called on to trust, for you will
find that some will listen and some will dismiss you and some will ignore
you.
Those who find fertile ground in what is said will flourish and will
find the words are of the most important for them. Stay firm and stay in
tune and in touch there. Now as you finish this chapter, let your
willingness increase and your desire to give the gift be foremost in your
mind. We are there with you, dear one, truly, we are there with you.
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Chapter 64
There is reason for great joy there, for the barriers to guidance are
few and the Voice for Truth is coming through with clarity to you. You are
now at the threshold of great change, and you are at the point where you
are ready to move more fully into the giving of your gift there, to tell
others of the availability to inner guidance to each and everyone. You are
not alone there, dear one, and you are truly not without the companionship
of the ones who have been with you throughout your many lifetimes there.
These ones have accompanied you and have as their mission, to bring you
into the truth of whom and what you are, a divine being, and one who is a
part of the Source of All That Is.
How wonderful to know that even though you seem alone as a
physical being, you indeed are not alone there, ever. We are with you
through it all and we are there to love you and to assist you in all that you
do. As you bring your mission to others, remember that we are with you
fully, and we will guide you in perfect next steps to take there. It is truly a
time of giving for you and it is a time to allow for forward movement
there.
Now is the time to bring your gifts to others and to let go of the
need for solitude and immersion in your privacy. Now is the time to be
‘out there’ and putting a face on the words and the teachings that will give
you the joy of knowing that you have given your gift and that you have
been true to your commission to give your gift there.
You are truly not one who is filled with fear, nor are you one who
is without the means to fulfill your gift there. And so, the time is now and
the new beginning of gifting is at hand. Let your light shine there and let
your others know of the great gift they have available to them. You are not
alone there, dear one, truly, you are not alone there ever. Let in and allow,
for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 65
As we continue on in this volume, you will find that the chapters
will reaffirm again and again, the need for inner guidance. Why is it that
we are telling you this again and again, in so many ways and in such
repetitiveness there? The reason is because it is what you need to hear. It is
truly what you need to hear again and again.
For the way of separation will intrude mightily there, and the ego
will dismiss the notion of another way to carry your mindset as inconsequential and of little importance there. The entrenched way of thinking
will surface again and again, and will impede your coming into guidance
as a natural way to live. You see, you were instilled with the way of
separation from birth, and you were instilled with the need to identify and
proceed as an isolated one there.
Now you at the point where you are learning that this could never
be there, and you are learning that the way forward is truly as a being
connected to Source there, always. As you read this and as you practice
coming into guidance again and again, you will eventually have it as the
only way to live. But it will take consistent practice and consistent
intention on your part, for the old ways will be as what appears as normal
and the way of connection will seem as strange and alien to you. But over
time, this will be so refreshing and so vital for you to live from, that you
will find that what comes forth will be so exhilarating, that you will want
it more and more. And others too, will benefit from this delightful way to
be there.
And so, it is of necessity that we state the need for guidance over
and over, because it will be the one thing that will bring you into the truth
of whom and what you are, a being living out from the truth there, and a
being joined with Source. Now quiet your thinking mindset and ask that
your guidance be made known to you. You will hear and you will find
with joy, a companion of true delight, who has naught but your best
interest at heart there. We can tell you that indeed, what is said here is
truth. Let your joined perspective reign, and may you find the relationship
of magnificence within. All is well, all is well.
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Chapter 66
Send forth your intention to continue on with your mission and
bring to bear on your mindset, inner guidance there. This will prove to be
transformative and will usher in healing there. The movement of your
being will be towards giving your gift and this will bring renewed
inspiration in how to carry it out, how to bring it to fruition there. Always,
we are working with you to give your gift and to shed light on your life as
it is lived. We see the big picture there, and we see what will promote
further unfolding. Now the call is to do that which promotes giving the
gift. Do not get sidetracked into other things that are truly superfluous
there.
Your ego will throw up to you countless things that seem important
and yet, they are truly subsidiary to giving your gift, fulfilling your
mission. You will find that the increased focus and the increased intention
to listen and follow, will bring results and will bring untold joy and
happiness as you move forward to the truth of your being. It is with the
greatest love that we are telling you this, and it is with the understanding
of the importance of it to the others there, that we are telling you this.
And so, your applied effort is what is called for and your turning
inward at each choice point is what is called for fully. Now you are at a
point where the intensity of things will increase, and the flow of things
will move at a faster pace. You will have what it takes to do this and you
will have guidance to see you through.
Now we would say to bring your will and your commitment to
bear on this and have it as the most important thing that could ever occupy
your mind there. This is what you came to Earth to do, so it merits your
greatest attention. It merits your efforts and it merits your lifetime. Let
your love be felt in this and in your relations there, and trust that what will
come forth will be for those who are open to hear, and for whom you have
come to give your gift. We will see you through there, dear one, truly, we
will see you through there. Let your rewards be the satisfaction of giving
your best efforts to this, and your joy in the unfolding relationship that
loves you and wants only your good. Indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 67
Allow for increased and more intense periods of work in which
you turn inward to the Voice for Truth. This will bring to you the forward
movement there and will shed light on how to proceed in giving your gift.
As you bring to your life divine guidance on every choice point, you will
have the clarity in your life that will be refreshing and freeing for you.
You are being given help there, and you are being given upliftment
and increased energy to get your mission given. Now it is truly of the most
importance that you must regard your mission and the words that are
coming forth, for they are truly meant for others and for the enlightenment
of many. Now it is as you let go of your world and your mission as of little
consequence, and regard it as most important, that you will find the truth
of this as you unfold your gift to others there.
You are not alone as you live, truly, you are not alone there, ever.
Let your life be felt as of significance and as of meaning beyond what you
can know there. It is a life that holds within it, a gift that will bequeath to
others, far-reaching benefit and life enhancing meaning. Now you are at
the place where your gift will get given, and we see that this is what will
occur. We see this and we can verify to you that your gift will be given to
others there.
We are telling you this again and again to reinforce to you the need
for steady and committed work and intention and the need for application
of your efforts to mission. We are not saying that the decisions will be
made alone, nor that you will need to ‘come up’ with things, for indeed,
this would not bring the intended gift to others there. Rather, we can tell
you that we will guide you specifically. You only need bring your intention
and your willingness to listen and follow, for that is what is called for now.
We would say that the need to listen and follow should be done on an
almost constant basis, and should be the domain of your life. Think in
terms of togetherness in all things. That’s where the joy is and that’s where
the accomplishment will be. Together, through it all, dear one, for indeed,
we are One.
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Chapter 68
I am with you there, and I have for you a way forward that will
provide for increased ‘letting go’ of the mind set of separation. I have a
way forward that will bring to you joy, peace, and the exhilaration of
moving to the Voice for Truth. Now ‘newness’ comes into play on an
almost constant basis, and the unveiling of what is in store for you
increases.
It is with enthusiasm that you start each day and look forward to
what’s s to come. You look forward and you embrace the unfolding as that
which is truly most right for you. Now the joy of it all and the feelings of
moving to your mission is felt and becomes the norm there. Each day is a
bright new day, and each day is one in which the gifts of life usher forth
magnificently.
This is the way you are meant to live there, dear one, truly, this is
the way you are meant to live. As the horizon looks bright and the way
becomes plain, you will move forward, trusting in what is to unfold. You
move forward on the path to fulfillment in your gift, your mission there.
Now the time of setbacks seem as incidental, and as you turn inward, the
answers in how to proceed become clear. You no longer feel the heaviness
of life, nor the weight of aloneness, there.
Now the joining with guidance and with me become so powerful
and so compelling that nothing causes a depressed feeling and nothing
seem as insurmountable there. The confidence and the ‘can-do’ of it are
felt as uppermost and the movement forward increases.
These are not just words to read. They are meant as verification to
you that you are held as dearly to me and as my own. You are held as of
the greatest value there, and the greatest importance for me. Now, dear
one, truly, you are not alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we
are One.
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Chapter 69
As life is lived, ask daily for assistance in how to proceed. Ask
daily, and let the guidance given you, lead your way. You see, we see the
big picture there, and we see what would best meet your needs, there.
Truly, the call is to allow for the forward movement in your life, and for
what can be called ‘inspired action.’ Always, we cannot proceed to guide
you without you giving permission there, for your free will cannot be
violated. We cannot force, nor coerce you to do that which you do not
desire, nor can we manipulate you into anything. Truly, you must want
inner guidance, and you must want to move to the Voice for Truth.
Now the decision is yours and the movement forward will come as
you listen and follow. It will take trust and belief that what you are doing
is the most important thing you could be doing there. It will take belief
and will to undergo the steps that we offer you. But you will know that
this is the correct thing to do as you live, and you will know that nothing
will prove as valuable to you as what is given to you.
Now each step of the way will be guided there, and each step of
the way will provide the ground or the pivot point for the next step, and so
it is wise to proceed with the asking and the following each step of the
way.
How wonderful to know that you are at the point of giving your
mission and that you have come this far there. Trusting in the Vision and
trusting in the Voice is what is called for. Now as the days and weeks
unfold for you, and as you move ahead with vigor, ground yourself in
what you know to be true there. Ground yourself in the Voice for Truth
there. All is well, dear one, truly, all is well. You are never alone as you
live, and you have many who are working with you there. Let the love
shine through, and the way forward be made plain. Never alone, dear one,
truly, never alone. All is well, as you live, truly, all is well.
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What can be called heresy by some, as it seems to fly in the face of
the norm there, must be put to the test of experience. Those who call the
Voice for Truth heresy, must put to the test this magnificent gift, this
relationship within. It is truly the one point that will be put under the
microscope there, as it will challenge the very basis of what is considered
heathy thought processes. It will be looked at as that which is off balance
and that which accompanies those who are insane.
How is it that something so wonderful can be viewed as that which
is called psychosis, there? Well, the reason for this is that the ego mindset,
the separated self, has often allowed itself to be reigned over by the
cognitive function there, as it ushers in hatred and murderous ideas. It is
truly as the joined perspective is allowed to be invited in, and as the
Source of love becomes available, that this separated sense will diminish
and be extinguished as the illusion that it is and as the nothingness that it
is. It is truly as the Mind of Source is allowed to be experienced, that true
mental health will reign supreme.
It is truly only as one experiences this, that it can be known. No
one can tell others about it, and no one can carry the load for another. It
must be an individual experience and it must be invited in and embraced
by the one who is willing, there.
Now the time is right for you to let go of your thoughts and
wanderings and to allow for a clear place to be experienced, there. It is
time to allow for the peace of your being to be experienced. We would say
to allow for this and to let in your willingness to hear. Ask, Are you there
Father? Is my guidance there? You will be heard and you will be
answered.
Now will come the great connection and the great releasing of the
mindset of separation, there. And in will come the Source of joy, peace,
love, security, and the forward movement with you as the beneficiary,
which in turn will benefit all. You are this love and you are this place of
connection within. Let in and allow, for indeed, I am here to answer you.
Never alone, truly, never, alone.
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Permit yourself the time that is necessary to find the relationship
within. It is truly a work of practice and persistence to find that Voice for
Truth and to believe in it as real for you. You see, the words given will be
born out in experience there, and will be validated to you time and time
again. Truly, it is in the staying with and the intention to join with your
real self, your self of your Source there, that validation occurs. This real
self is a self that is co-joined and is not without the magnificent resource
available to it as a part of itself. You see, you are always met with your
greater Wholeness there, and you are met with that which completes you
and provides unfettered fulfillment for you.
It is as you bring to bear on your life circumstances what that
relationship provides, that the true and original forward movement will
occur. Now the great releasing of the burden of separation will be felt and
the ecstasy of knowing that your life is not that which is solo there and not
that which you must bear alone. The wonderful joy of this is to be felt as
you let in your Wholeness and allow for your life to be lived from this
place. How wonderful to know! Now the ego mind set will resurface again
and again, and so it will take persistence to fully embrace the absolute
truth which is given here, but as you persist, you will find that it is true.
We can tell you that you are always joined there and it is as you
open to it that the wonderful truth of it will be felt. You are never alone
there, dear one, truly, you are never alone As you live from this
relationship, you will feel into the joy, freedom, the safety and security of
living out from this way. What ever befalls you, you will be able to be
experienced as one who is joined with the full forces of your Wholeness
that has naught but your best interest at heart there. We love you and we
want you to gain confidence in this and gain the reality of how life is
supposed to be lived there. Now let your thoughts go and ask for my
presence to be made know to you. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are
One.
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Chapter 72
Delight in the ongoing unfolding there and find the joy in what is
coming forth. Delight in the very place you find yourself in and in the
circumstances that are there for you to bring to bear, unfettered guidance.
Truly, you are not alone there as you live, and you are joined by One who
has only your best interest at heart. And so, as the circumstances of your
life unfold, trust that the guidance given will be that which has your best
interest only, there.
Now you will find that there are many things that need your
attention and many things that seem to be insurmountable—hurdles to
overcome. But as you turn to guidance, you will see how the way is made
plain for you and how the outcome is truly that which is in perfect
harmony there for you. You will see that the outcome is filled with the
perfect unfolding, and will bring to you, the answers to your quest, there.
It is wise to realize that the answers may not be what you thought
they would be, nor what would fit into the traditional or the historical way
to get your needs met, but when you follow through with it, you will get
your needs met and your answers heard, there. Now the time to get your
needs met and your questions solved is now. The time is now and so let us
quiet the thinking mindset and turn inward. Let the thoughts that filter in
go, and let your mind come to a place of quiet. Then ask, Are you there for
me, Father? And ask, What is the truth about my situation, here?
Truly, the light will be given to you and the dawning of what is
indeed important will come to you. You are not alone there ever, dear one,
and we can tell you that we see you and we have you in our mind’s eye.
We have our intention on you to wake you up to the truth of whom and
what you are, our brothers and sisters, and the Wholeness that completes
us. We want you to know about this so that we can feel your presence with
us and so that we can anchor ourselves in the flow of your life as is what is
meant to be. We are a Wholeness there and we are One. Never alone, dear
one, truly, never alone.
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Rejoice in what is coming forth there for you and listen with
intention to inner guidance. Now you will find that the way will be made
plain and the course relayed to you. It is as you listen and open to receive
that the way will be made plain. You must willingly want this, dear one,
for we cannot force it on you, nor can we coerce you into it. You must
willingly want our guidance and our togetherness, for forward movement
to occur. You have found that what has come forth has led you to this
place, this mindset, and you have rejoiced in it.
Now you are at a point where you are faced with what seems like
insurmountable challenges and with what seems like impossibilities, there.
But I can tell you, that all things are possible to those who listen and
follow guidance.
I can tell you that what will come forth will be true wisdom there
and will bring you to a joy that will be far-reaching in its gifting to others.
You see, what you have to give is a gift that you have agreed to give
before you came to the earth plane. It is a gift that you have agreed to give
and a mission that you have said you would complete there. This is truly
what and why you came to Earth there. It is truly why you were given
birth at this time and in the place and in the circumstance you were
brought into.
And so, it is as you follow through, that you will find the sense of
completion in what you have promised there. It is as you follow through,
that you will be able to release the notion of incompleteness and open to
receive your satisfaction and joy in a job will done. You must continue
there, and you must realize the importance of what you came to do.
It is not something of little consequence, nor is it something of a
trifle there. It is significant, and so we would say to you to stay with your
mission and follow through. We will guide you in this, dear one, truly, we
will guide you in this. Let your commitment to listening be foremost in
your mind, and let your joy be felt as you move forward there. Never
alone, truly, never alone.
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As this chapter begins, let us take a moment to review some basics
here. Let us take a moment to sum up some guidance and put it into
perspective there. Now you have heard that you are connected most
directly to your Wholeness, who and what you really are. You have heard
that you are connected and that you have the means to come into that
connection most directly as you quiet your thinking mindset and listen for
the Voice for Truth. You have found that as you do this you have
experienced inner guidance and have found that guidance to be true. Now
you are at a point where you are asking for greater involvement from
Source and you are asking for a clearer understanding of what lies in store
for you and what steps you must take to get there.
Well, it is time to tell you that what lies in store for you is truly
what will bring to you unfettered love, peace, security and the joy of living
out from your Wholeness there. Bit by bit, or maybe suddenly, you will
have the experience of this delightful place to be. You will have the
experience and it will change you, transform you there. As you experience
this more and more, you will let go of the desire to do it yourself and you
will willingly turn inward there, for you know that indeed, this is where
the unfettered love flows forth for you. You will turn here again and again,
and will eventually seek no other place to find information, nor guidance
there. You will be led in your life, and you will find the unfolding marvelous to behold.
Now that which has seemed insurmountable will easily be brought
into fruition, and that which seemed as humanly impossible to achieve will
be done. How wonderful for you to have this great adventure there, and
how wonderful for you to know the way forward there. I can tell you that
what is said here is the truth and what is said here is the way forward for
you. Dear one, you are never alone there, ever. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One
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We have ascertained that you are in connection to guidance as you
quiet your thinking mindset and open to receive. There is truly that which
will unfold for you there, and will give you the forward movement that
you so desire. You are called on to trust in your life and you are called on
to persist in your intention to give your gift and follow your mission there.
Now the time has come for you to focus more fully on giving this
gift, and so we will guide you specifically in your work there. We will
guide you and we will tell you that what will come forth is of the most
importance for your others there. It is not a gift of insignificance and it is
not a gift of little value. Truly, you are called on to bring others the good
news of direct involvement from Source and the means to connect with the
Source and Center of all life.
Many have not heard of this involvement to this level. Many have
heard of the Holy Spirit, but have not heard of the direct availability of
that great resource within. And so, prayers are whispered to the heavens
and thought of as a wish list that may or may not be answered, there.
There is little trust in a direct answer to be had and a direct intervention
for that one. But we are here to tell you that direct intervention is the way
that Source handles life, and direct intervention is the way that forward
movement occurs there.
You see, your life is held in trust by your Source as a part of Him
and is inextricably woven within. Therefore, your life is of the utmost
importance, for it impacts the Whole. It impacts the greater creation and
the universal unfolding of Source, there. Now the time for you to turn
inward and ask and trust is there, and the time for opening to receive is
there for you. Truly, dear one, you are not alone there ever, Let in and
allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Why is it that this great reality of life has been so forgotten there
and so maligned? Why is it that man/womankind have turned to only
themselves for answers to life’s situations? That is the subject of this
chapter, and so let us begin.
There existed a time when man/womankind did move from Source
there, and did live as connected to God or the divine. There was a time
when life was experienced as truly that which ushers forth from God and
when the Earth was a place of great peace, joy, love and light.
There was a time in antiquity that was brought to its end when
experiments were tried in the do-it-yourself method, and as this continued
and people became entrenched in this way, the connection to Source
became an extra thing and a thing of privilege to be had by the few.
As people let go of their connection, they began to have fears, as
they no longer felt the security and safety of their Source within. They
became afraid and started to build defense structures to guard against what
was perceived as alien or as destructive there. The buildup of this defense
structure reinforced itself and over the millennia, became firmly entrenched in the mindset of man/womankind.
Now fear and ego reigned supreme and the life of tranquility and
peace was lost there. It was lost and it was held as only that which could
be achieved in life after death for good behavior. The many who were in
power encouraged this thinking and reinforced it and eventually made it a
place for profit to be had.
Now the direct connection to Source needed to be made by an
intercessory there, and so prayers were offered to this or that saint to allow
for miracles to happen or circumstances to be changed.
Saints were prayed to and felt as better than others and more in
union with God. The masses felt that penance must be made and prayers
given again and again to bring about salvation and healing and miracles
and peace and safety in daily life. Most of all, the constant promise that
life after death would mean heaven and a chance to be with God.
This led to a belief that suffering could atone for sins and corporal
punishment would lead to worthiness there. So priests and monks would
beat themselves, fast and suffer great hardships to bring about release for
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what they thought was guilt and the immoral nature of mankind. This was
passed on to the people there, and left many feeling as though they were
corrupt sinners and worthy of nothing there, broken and worthless, and
only if prayer and following the mandates of those in power in the church
hierarchy could they be saved.
How horrible it was for the people to have to live life in such a
condemned way there. How difficult it was to feel God’s love and
blessing. The people were left as children to obey the power structures and
to live as puppets to a God whom they thought could banish them to hell.
As we observed this from our side, we brought those to the earth
plane who would teach others about the Holy Spirit within, and who
would tell of the direct and immediate presence of God to each and every
one there.
Now the great releasing occurred and the way of inner guidance
took hold. We were so happy from our side, for now we could interact
with those who quieted their thinking mindset and let us in there. We were
so happy and so delighted that we could show people the way to live there
and the way to make choices and move forward with the true Source of
life there to love, guide, protect and cherish there.
How wonderful this was, and as now many turned inward, the way
of direct connection became common there. Many prayers were heard and
answered there.
Now we are again at that point where we are telling people to turn
inward and ask for guidance from Source. We are at that point again, and
we are urging you to let go of your separated mindset and turn inward
there. You are never alone there and you are always met with the love and
guidance from those of us working with you. You are not alone there ever,
dear ones, and so turn here and ask for our involvement with you. You
must ask, for we cannot force ourselves on you ever. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 77
Move through your day with the ease of someone who is confident
in life and in what is unfolding there. Move through your day knowing
that you are joined by one who loves you and wants only what is in the
best interest for you there. You are joined with the friend who loves you
and sees you as his own there.
What wonderful news this is, as it brings to you companionship
along the way. What wonderful news this is and how joyful you will be as
you allow for the inspiration to come forth. We can tell you that what
comes forth is truly for you, the way to move forward there. We can tell
you this is the way and it is as you proceed there, that the gift will get
given.
Now is the time to move forward and let in the new beginning for
you. Now is the time to move forward and trust that you are in the
trajectory of living love. We can tell you this and we can assure you of
this, but you must willingly move forward there, you must willingly move
forward and trust, trust, trust there. All is well as you live and you can
count on continued joy and fruitful occupation.
You are met with many who know of what you have in store and
are there to clear the way for the gifting.You are not alone ever, and we are
with you through it all. Now let these words be felt as of the greatest
importance for you, and let your mindset be one of reception there. You
are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there ever. Let in
and allow, for indeed, we are One. I love you and that is the truth of it.
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Chapter 78
Now is the time to listen with intention and move to the Voice for
Truth. Now is the time to allow for guidance to be heard and for the
forward movement to be felt. You are at the point of moving forward and
you are at the point of bringing into the world, the great news of direct
connection. We can tell you this and we can urge you to quiet your
thinking mindset and turn inward there, but it is you who must move
forward with this.You are the one who must give us the go ahead and the
green light there. You are the one who must bring your intention to this
and allow for the releasing of the separated self to be experienced.
It is truly of the most paramount importance there, dear one, and it
is truly worthy of great focus and willingness there. For the benefits far
out way the small requirements that are made. The benefits to you are
great and the experience will be felt as significant to you there. You are not
alone there ever, dear one, truly, you are not alone there, ever.
As you feel the ego throw out conjectures there, and as you feel the
insinuation of falsehood and opinions based on history and on what the
culture claims, you will be led away from the Voice for Truth into your
separated mindset. You will be led into the abyss of happenstance and the
realm of chance there.
This is no way to live your life. This is no way to live there and it
has consequences that are ultimately tied to death there. For your ego has
as its mission to foster the death wish and the disarray of life. Now this is
why it is so important there to find the truth of existence and to live out
from that truth. This is why it is so important to find your anchor in the
truth of you and the surety and security of living out from your Wholeness
there. How wonderful to know this and to live out from this knowing mind
set. We are there for you, dear one, truly, we are there for you. Let in and
allow, for indeed, we are one.
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Chapter 79
Bring to bear on your life our involvement with you. We here, who
exist on the spiritual plane know you, and we are in tune with you, and we
are working mightily to help you to question your confidence in what has
been foisted on you as you were born into it, and you were educated into
it, and were pommelled with it from infancy there.
Now you are wondering if there truly is another way to understand
life and to live it. You are wondering if there possibly could be a way
forward there, and a way to bring to bear on your experience, much more
there. We can tell you wholeheartedly, there is, there is! How wonderful
this is for you to learn of and how wonderful for you to begin to find the
guidance there so plentiful for you and so bountiful in its expression
there.We can tell you that we are with you there fully, and we are ready to
provide you with the necessary steps to find what was already there, but
has so long been forgotten, and so long been dismissed as heresy and of
little importance there.
We can tell you that the call for you is to try, try it there and let
your own experience be the guide forward. It is truly for you to listen with
intention there, and to listen with the curiosity of one who is open to
question the habituated way, open to look at life anew, and question there,
what is so powerful to know and to live out from.
It is truly only as you begin to express curiosity that you will find a
way there, though, for we cannot intrude into your life without your free
will. We cannot force ourselves on you, nor bring to you any information
that you refuse to hear. It is only as you express a willingness and a
curiosity to know the more of you that we can come forward there and
show you the way. It will take persistence and it will take a breakup of the
old patterns that have dominated for your whole life time there. Now is the
time to ask, Is there more to me here? Is there something I have not known
about ? Let me know this, for I am interested in this. Let me know if
guidance is truly there. We will hear and we will answer. Now is the time,
dear one, truly, now is the time.
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Chapter 80
Bring into your life, an attitude of gratitude and carry it with you as
you go. There is so much there to be grateful for and so much to rejoice in
as you have found the place of friendship and love within. You have found
that you are not alone there ever, and you have found that what is there is
of the greatest consequence for you. It is of the greatest consequence for it
gives you the forward movement in your life and the peace and joy of
living out from this movement.
Now you are at the point where you are turning here often and you
are finding a compelling and life changing way to be. You have found that
what is there is a guide who is a part of you, of the Wholeness, and who
has as his/her intent to love you and nurture you there and to bring you
into the flow of your being, who you were meant to be before the
indoctrination into the miasma of the separated sense of self.
Now you have found that there is for you, a specific and a perfect
plan, a way forward that will bring to you fulfillment there, ultimately to
your full awakening to whom and what you are, a child of Source with all
that this means. You see, you are indeed, a direct inheritor, and you are
indeed, one who has as your birthright, the full availability of your
Wholeness there, the full bounty of living out from your Source, your true
parentage there
Now I can tell you that you are not alone there ever, and I can tell
you that you are met with One who loves you, but it is you who must
move with intention to hear and to follow. We cannot and will not
manipulate, nor coerce you there, and we will not bring you into a place of
servitude to a mind set that you have not embraced there. You see, it is
only as you allow for this that it will occur. It is only as you allow for the
increased and continual Voice for Truth to be heard that you will open to
receive willingly as you continue on with your listening mindset, your
joined perspective. You will find greater and greater gifting as the
releasing is allowed to unfold there. You see, dear one, you are not alone
there ever. Let in and allow for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 81
Do not be disheartened by events that seem to be difficult and that
which impede on your life. Do not feel that we have abandoned you as
these events occur, for they are truly easily dealt with as you turn inward
to guidance. Now the events are truly easily dealt with, for we will give
you the next steps there and the peace and the security of living out from
your innate intelligence and your inner guidance. We will guide you in this
and will show you the way.
There will be obstacles there and these may seem as that which
have thrown you a curve, caught you off guard, and cause you to think that
you are left whirling in the wind, without an anchor, nor hand to hold you
up. You are caught on a downward spiral and seem to be unable to stand
up and move forward there.
Now the call is to turn inward and ask for guidance to show you
the way. We will hear your call, and we will answer you. Truly, there is
nothing that cannot be dealt with there, and there is nothing that is too
great for you to deal with. It may seem that you are caught in a step
backward and in a step that is uncertain in it twists and turns, but indeed,
this is not so, this is not so there.
It is truly for you to stop the anxiety and the frustration and ask for
the certain next steps to take there. We will give you this and we will give
you your peace and your companionship that will be such a wonderful
thing to have, for the burdens are shared and the forward movement rests
in the hands of your Father/Mother God, your Source and Center there.
We can tell you that your life is known to us and we are aware of what you
are going through there.
Now you can count on continued abiding with and continued
guidance that will have only your best interest at heart there. We can tell
you this and we can urge you to turn inward there, but it is you who must
do this. It is you and so, ask and we will hear. Hear inwardly and with true
intention to hear, we will answer you, there. We love you and in that is the
truth of it. All is well, all is well. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 82
What does it mean to stay committed to this way of living? What
does it mean to you to live this way? Well, it means so much. It means that
you are met with One who loves you and who is not interested in His/Her
self interest there. It means that you have available, a resource that will not
let you down. You see, we are interested in you finding the truth of
existence there. You see, you are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you
are not alone there ever. We are with you through it all.
Now is the time to let in and allow. Now is the time to find anew
what was lost but now is found. We, who are working with you, have only
your best interest in mind, and we have only that which will open you to
the greater Wholeness of which you are a part. We see you there in your
situation, and we see that which will bring to you your very present need
and that which will move you forward there. We are in tune and in touch
with you and we are mightily interested in bringing to you, that which will
further you to turn inward. Here is truly the only way to bring to bear on
your circumstances that which will shed light on what is unfolding there.
As you turn inward again and again, and as you find what comes
forth for you to be of such value, you will have no other place to turn, for
you will have found the truth of life and you will have found the means to
live, that is without a doubt the correct way. We are telling you this again
and again, for it needs repeating, for the entrenched mind set is so
dominant and so eager to displace your interest in finding the truth of
whom and what you are.
This set of defense is entrenched and mighty in its cunning and
deceit. It is the father of all liars and the place of true deceit. We would
say, let it go and ask for your Source to show you the way. You are never
alone there, dear one, truly, you are never alone.
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Chapter 83
Why is it that you will commit to your mission and yet you find
actually doing the work difficult? Why is it that you will bring into your
life direct and perfect guidance, and yet it is not followed through with
action there?
Well, the reason is simple. It is the lack of concrete evidence that
your mission will be received and it is the lack of feed back from your
others that you are giving a real gift there. Now you can count on this
changing, for as you do continue on with your mission, you will find that
others are there to give you what is necessary for the movement into
action and the forward and life changing direct activity that is vital to what
you are doing there. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly you are
not alone there, ever.
Now is the time to let in your direct guidance and now is the time
to allow for the actual experience to occur. You are not alone there ever.
We are with you, always. We would say, stay tuned and in touch and let in
there. Never alone, truly, never alone. All is well, All is well.
Now let us turn to what is truly important for you there to learn of
and that is how you are given that which is the perfect next step for you.
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Chapter 84
How is it that you are given the perfect next steps there as you do
turn inward to guidance? How is it that you will find the steps that will
give you the answer to your forward movement and the answer to that
which will bring you into the flow of your Source? It is truly because you
are already One with that Source and you are already aligned there as you
do turn away from the separated sense of self and carry on with allowing
for the Voice for Truth to be heard.
Here, in the quiet place within, you will be given what is needed
for you to move forward and for the love that you are to bring to you,
perfect next steps. Not haphazard is this guidance, nor that which is there
for you to take it or leave it, for it is not offered to you as an option, there.
It is offered to you as that which is the way and that which is brought to
you from the realm of the spiritual, from the realm of those who are
woking there to guide you in your life and in your every undertaking.
Most of all, these ones are there to wake you up to the truth of you and to
bring you into the full flowering of whom and what you are.
You see, you are that movement there, which has gifting as its true
nature, both as receivers and as givers. Your true nature is one of opening
to receive and then allowing the gifts to be given as you do so feel into the
way forward there. You are that place of living love, and you are that place
of intention from Source to gift and give to your others there.
Now what you have to give will be shown to you and will be
allowed to come forth there. Trust is called for in this and so turn inward
and trust there. You are never alone, dear one, truly you are never alone.
We are with you always. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One. Now
we would say to quiet your thinking mindset and allow for the penetration
of the divine to come through. I am here for you and I will show you the
way. Let your next step be one of turning off your thinking mindset and
opening to receive what is so lovingly there for you. Open to receive and
feel into the prefect place of living love. Now we will discuss what you
can count on there, what you can count on!
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Chapter 85
Before you this day, is truly the Kingdom of God. Right there,
before you is the very presence of Source in All That Is. It is truly for you
to let go of the delusional mindset that sees only the physical reality and
that has such a meager foundation there and such a limited and harsh way
of living for you there.
You see, you have been caught in the mire and the miasma of a
delusional mind set that leaves out the very fundamental Source of things.
You have adopted a mindset that brings nothing to the table for you and
has as its roots, a fabricated and unrooted understanding. You are caught in
the miasma of a mindset that limits you and causes you hardship and
illusion there. For you are caught in a mindset that says, ‘come along’ and
‘go along,’ and ‘do it yourself,’ there. It places the burden of living on you
and does not give you the fundamental knowledge that will bring you such
happiness, such joy, and such security there.
You see, you are meant to live out from your joined mind, the mind
of your Wholeness. What this means is that you are meant to live out
from the creative center of whom and what you are. You are not an
isolated being living on your own wits there, and bringing into the world
what is necessary to live. Rather, you are truly joined with your Source
who wants you to have a full and productive life of living love as He/She/
It would have you live.
Your Source has for you, a life of abundance, and a way forward
that brings into the world, life renewing and life enhancing forward
movement there. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly, you are not
alone there ever. Now is the time to quiet your thinking mindset and turn
inward. Now is the time to let your joined perspective come into play. You
are never alone there, ever, truly, you are never alone. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 86
As you are brought into your mindset of Wholeness, you will find
that you are met with love, honor, and that which is in your best interest
there. You will find that you are met with no repudiations and no guilt
trips, nor ‘should haves’ there. You will be met with only that which
promotes your growth and your letting go of the false identity which you
have held onto for so long.
You will let go of this and you will bring to your life the safety and
the security of the mindset of Wholeness, there. This will mean that you
no longer will feel anxiety, nor the sense of lack, nor of decay, nor of
disillusionment. You will not feel the future as bleak and as that which is
doomed to death and destruction and decay.
No, dear one, truly you will find that you have life so abundantly
felt there. This is such a wonderful way to live and it is filled with such
buoyancy and such joy, that you will want for no other there. Truly, you
will want for no other, there.
Now the call is to allow for your inner guidance, your Voice for
Truth to be heard and to follow, follow, follow, there. You will find that as
you turn inward and as you listen for what comes forth, you will be given
what is the best way there. Now you must trust that the time frame is in
the Father’s hands and you must allow for the unfolding to occur. It will
not necessarily be in the way you might have thought from the mindset of
separation, but the answer to your quest will be known to you.
Now we would say to again, close your eyes and let your thoughts
be released. Let the cares and worries go, and let the snippets of that which
is truly of no importance, go. Let it all go and come into your peace. Now
ask that you be given what is necessary there for you. Ask and you will be
heard there. You are never alone there, dear one, truly, you are never alone
there. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 87
Move forward in your life with the confidence that you are met
with intelligent guidance at all times, and that you are given what you
need to live a happy and fulfilled life, there. Move forward with the
assurance that you are truly joined there and have the magnificent resource
within. How wonderful this is for you and how wonderful to live as one
who carries true love and companionship with you along the way.
This is such a boon and a blessing, that it releases anxiety and
allows for peace to be felt. You are in such a pure state of gifting as you do
so live from this way. Now the bounty for you will exude out to your
others and the gifting will be felt by many there. Truly, you are not alone
there, ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there, ever. You are met with
the spiritual Wholeness of you, always. As you do learn how this occurs
for you and as you do lean into it and learn to trust, you will find again and
again, the magnificence of this relationship of unbounded love.
We can tell you that the joy of it and the freshness of it and the
delight of it are immeasurable.You see, dear one, you were meant to live
this way. You were meant to live this carefree life and this life of true
abandonment to your Source there. You are meant to be a listener and a
follower and a place where meaning comes into the world as your Source
would have you live. We cannot emphasize this enough, for it undoes the
harshness of living and the happenstance and insecure way there. Truly, it
undoes this and brings you into the sanity of living love.
How wonderful to know that you are where you are supposed to
be, doing what you are supposed to be doing and moving with joy,
forward in your life. This is truly the way there, dear one, this is truly the
way. We are with you always, and we will not let you down. Now is the
time to come into your guidance and ask that you are met with the love of
your life. We are One, you and I, and we are joined there mightily. Let in
and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 88
How wonderful to know that you are not alone there as you live
and that you have a companion who loves you and wants for you only
your good! This is such a profound thing for you as life unfolds there.
Truly, this relationship is of such value for you, for it puts things straight
and sets your mind in order and gives you the perspective that will provide
the forward movement there, always.
Now this relationship cannot be taken as something to take or
leave, for it is not like a talisman to put into place where you want luck or
when you want something that you have decided you would like. Rather,
it is truly more than that. It is more than that, dear one. It is as real as you
are there, sitting there and reading this. It is as real as you are and it is not
that which can be whimsically turned to and asked as one would a fortune
teller or a look at the tea leaves. No, no, no. This is not the way there.
Truly, your relationship with your guide, your Wholeness is the
fundamental nature of whom and what you are. It is truly the way to
proceed there and the way to live as the truth of you. You see, you are not
alone there ever, dear one. Truly, you are not alone there ever.
We would say to you that you are benefiting most as you do allow
for this truth to be felt and known to you. You will benefit and you will
realize most profoundly, that what is said here is true, as you do so listen
always, and turn for your way forward to your spiritual guidance, to me,
and to the others there who are working with you.
Now believe me, this is not airy fairy, nor wishful thinking! This is
not happenstance, nor fortuitous only at some time, rather it is the way
there, truly, it is the way. I can tell you that as you continue on in this way,
you will be amazed at the peace and the safety, the security, and the righton feeling that you will have as the decisions are made for you there.
You are not alone ever, as you live, truly, you are not alone ever.
Now join me here in the quiet place in your Mind and ask that the joining
be felt there and known. We are here for you always, dear one, truly, we
are here for you always. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 89
Bring into the place where you are thinking, a desire to hear from
your Source, your inner guidance. In this place of conscious awareness,
you will be given a sign, a signal, that you are in touch there, and this will
be personal to you and a private confirmation that you are not alone and
that we are with you there. You will know that what is talked about here is
true and is worthy of further investigation there. When you hear this very
unique and personal verification to you, you will marvel at it and you will
rejoice, for you will know that there is much more to it than what you had
thought.
Now will come the great releasing of the firm conviction in what
you had thought was true and the letting go of a mindset that has been so
limiting and so empty in its promise and in its meaning there. For you
have been told that the meaning of life is given to you by your parents, by
your schools, and your government, and by a set of religious dogmas that
have been propagated through the centuries there.
Now you have allowed for a wedge to be felt and a breakthrough
of such importance there for you. For you have allowed for a ray of
sunshine to come through and to gently warm you to the possibility that
life is truly much more than what you had thought. How wonderful for
you to know now that there is more there, dear one, truly, there is more.
As you continue in your turning inward and as you continue to get
validation that you are in relationship with your Wholeness, your inner
guidance, and with me, you will rejoice and you will feel the freshness of
new air and of a new beginning felt there for you. This is a wonderful time
and time that you will feel into the great exploration there. More and
more, you will know that you are abided with and you are truly much
more there than what you had thought. How wonderful this is and how
wonderful for you to expand your horizon there. We are with you through
it all, and we will not leave you alone there ever. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 90
Do not allow for your conditioned thinking to get in the way of
what is possible there. Do not let your conditioned beliefs close the door
on what is coming forth that may be different than what you had ever
dared to dream. You see, Source makes all things new! Source allows for
the release of the time honored methods of achieving and doing and
releases you from the drudgery and the drain of this way. Source releases
you from the need to earn your way and effort you way into fulfillment.
Indeed, Source is involved in gifting there and in the ongoing releasing of
the entrenched mindset that burdens you down and puts the specter of
impossibility squarely in your face.
The Source says, Behold, I make all things new! and indeed, this is
the good news that I came to share with you. Behold, I make all things
new! How wonderful this is and how marvelous as you incorporate it into
your mindset there.
Now depression is released and the joy of living a bright new day
with the unexpected there, willing to come forth and gift you with its
fragrance. How wonderful to expect the unexpected good! I can tell you
that you are truly given the perfect next steps in your life and you are
given the way forward for you.
Now all of this is done in the Father’s time frame, for He has such
a bounty and blessing for you to experience, there. I can tell you that what
I am saying is true and it is what will open to you as you do let your
conditioned thinking go and open to the joining and let in the mindset of
Wholeness there.
Now is the time to ‘let in’ and now is the time to experience the
truth of you there. You are much more, dear one, truly you are much more.
Now quiet your thinking mindset and allow for peace to be felt. Ask that
you be given that unique sign/signal that is yours alone, that will tell you
that I am with you there. Now ask for the next steps in your life and ask
that you be shown the way. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Chapter 91
We are with you as you read this and we are working mightily to
assist you in your awakening process, your letting go of the false sense of
self, and bringing you to that place where you exist as you truly are. We
are with you there and we can tell you that you are feeling into your place
of living love there as never before. We are with you as you allow for the
anxiety and the self flagellation to be released and the truth of you to come
forth.
This ongoing relationship with us, with me, is truly the way to
bring to bear on what is occurring in your life, freedom from the constant
barrage of insinuations and accusations your ego so delightfully and
resolutely throws up to you. Now this barrage of untruth is truly trash to
be thrown away and to discard as one would an old and dusty thing, a
thing of no substance and a thing of make believe there, like a worn out
fairy tale that serves no purpose and is filled with fables and falsehoods
there.
You see, dear one, you are so much more there. You are so much
more and you are met with the love of your Source, always. We know you,
and we know the footfalls and the hazards that cause you to betray
yourself and betray your others there. For as you live out from your ego
mindset, your separated self, you are betraying those others. For the false
way reinforces the lie and it reinforces the mask of illusion that covers and
blinds you there.
Now is the time to let this go and now is the time to allow for
whom and what you are to come forth. Ask that you be joined there and
ask that you be shown the way. We will not let you down there to go it
alone, for indeed, we would be harming ourselves, and we will not and
would not do this. Truly, you are not alone there, dear one, truly, you are
not alone there, ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One. Let this
teaching on the presence of relationship reinforce this truth. We love you
and in that is the truth of it.
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Chapter 92
Be certain in this, I am with you always. Now you have come to a
point where you are familiar with the communication from Source and
you are familiar with the feel of it, the comfort of it, and the rightness of it.
Now you are sure of what is given and you know the next steps there, but
you still falter in your forward movement as you are held in the balance of
your conditioning and your confidence in what is unfolding. You are held
in the balance of the tried and the true and the former satisfaction and the
uncertainty of going forward in faith and trust there.
And so, the forward movement proceeds with stops and starts and
with the timidity of one who is pulled back easily and one who is looking
for relief from the intention and the purpose and wants only that which is
mindless and meaningless there.
It is truly a puzzle to us working here on the other side, why this is
so. We say, here in your good and here is the way, and here is the promise
and the purpose, and yet you dilly-dally there. You let your life be as one
brought to the feast and yet, hesitatingly surveys the table and hesitatingly
chooses what to eat, even though the table is laden with goodies and laden
with that which you like. It is a puzzle to us, but we do not let this
dissuade us from continuing with our intention to open you to the truth of
whom and what you are, to your full awakening. And so, we continue on.
We continue on there, and we encourage and support you as you move
forward there.
Now you are ready to partake of the feast with even more zest and
more willingness to eat and enjoy, delight and engage fully. We are at that
table together, dear one, we are at that table together. Let your joy be in
the partaking together of the feast laid before us and let our involvement
be complete. Now embrace what is given and hold your mind as expectant
of the good there, expected of the good. All is well, all is well. Let in and
allow, for indeed, we are, One.
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Trust is called for always. You will need to let the unfolding occur
and you will need to be as one who is expectant for what next, but does
not rely on conditioned thinking, nor the habituated way to be the expectation. It is best to carry this way of asking, Is this the way Father? Is
this the way you would have me move forward? The answer will be given
to you and the way will be made plain. Now if you don’t hear or come to a
knowing, than you must continue listening and asking. We will answer you
there and we will show you what next. We would say that the call is to
carry your mind with openness and with expectancy and with the knowing
that all is unfolding with love there, and with your best interest at heart.
All is well, all is well as you live.
We can tell you that you are truly one who has a gift to give and
you are truly one who will give it. This is wonderful news for you and will
be what you want there most of all.
Now is the time to bring this conviction and this desire into all of
your life activities. For its will shed light on that which is truly necessary
and of importance there. Remember that we are guiding you in this,
always. We are there for you and we have not abandoned you there to go it
alone. All your movements are in our loving embrace and held as that
which is guided and held as secure for you.
Now we would say to stay open there and trust that you are on
track and that nothing is amiss. Soon the forward movement will occur,
dear one, and the way will be made plain. Never alone, truly, never alone.
As this brief chapter closes, let your choices be that which further you to
listen and follow. We are with you there, truly, and in this is the very heart
and soul of it. All is well, all is well.
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Relegate your life to that which moves you forward there. Choose
for that which has only your best interest at heart. We here, who are
working with you, want for you, only that which is truly beneficial to you
and most importantly, to your awakening process, your letting go of all
that is extraneous to your waking up. We want for you, the bounty of the
harvest that is awaiting for you and the beauty of the life lived from your
divinity, your spiritual Wholeness, there.
Now this will be the mindset that you must carry with you as you
live, for it will prove to be so beneficial for you and so life enhancing in
its truth and in its simplicity. You are met there with many who want this
for you, and you are met there with multitudes who will benefit from your
attention there, your mindset of connection.
Now the way will be made plain and the love that you are will
come forth there, always. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly, you
are not alone there ever. Think that you are truly joined there with so many
who love you and cherish you and want for you only that which is in your
best interest.
Carry this with you and know that your movement and your
intention and your activity benefit and are felt by the Whole of you. We
benefit and we blossom as you blossom, and so it is an unselfish attitude
that will be held as you do partake of the mindset of Wholeness, there.
Now you have cleared away much of the debris that has held you captive
there, and you have held as truly that which is you, the Wholeness.
Now it will be as you let the time between your knowing mindset
and your separated self be reduced and the time that you are joined be
increased there, for the delays are, in truth, hurting the Whole. It is an
unselfish thing to come into your truth, it is an unselfish thing, for it
benefits the Whole there, always. So carry this with you as you proceed
and think in terms of giving there. This is your mindset to have—giving,
giving, giving, there. And so in return, having what you know is the truth
for you and for all. You are never alone, there, dear one, truly, you are
never alone. We love you and in that is the truth of it.
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We are with you as you live. You are not alone there and you are
not without true help available. You are not meant to be a solo act, nor a
do-it-yourselfer. You are not meant to be one who lives as a hermit, nor a
recluse, nor an introvert there. You are meant to be joined with your
Allness. Now you have thought there is something admirable in being
independent and in being self sufficient. You have been taught that to
stand on your own two feet is a good thing, a thing of true maturity there.
But indeed, this is another piece of ignorance and is truly detrimental to
you.
Now you are one who is joined with your spiritual Wholeness
there always, and you are one who is able to connect with them there. You
are not without the means to bring into your life, true companionship and
true help. You are not without the means to bring to bear on your life, the
resources of your Allness. How wonderful is this as you are faced with the
challenges that confront you as you are brought into the place where
decisions will have to be made and choices left behind. For choices are
often complex and seem to be filled with ambiguities and with
uncertainties there. One choice closes off the rewards of another choice
and yields some benefits but not others. How is one to know?
Well, that is the blessing and the boon and the true bounty of
coming from your inner knowing, your joined perspective. For we see the
big picture there, and we see who would fulfill you there. You are not
alone there ever, dear one, truly you are not alone there ever. Now broaden
your resource bank and your inventory of assistance to you. Broaden and
include your knowing mindset, your inner guidance and me. I am with you
there, and I will not lead you astray.
The outcome of your choice may not be immediately known, but it
is truly the best for all concerned. Selfishness has no place here, for your
choices must always consider the Whole of you. You see, dear one, truly
you are not alone there ever. You are met with unbounded love for you.
Trust and join and in this is the blessing given.
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There is reason for great joy as you live. We have brought this to
your attention again and again, for it is meant to clear away the sense of
lethargy and the mindset of predictability that leaves you mired in a stale
and lifeless situation there. We are here to tell you that joy is truly there
for you to embrace and to hold as of real meaning and a real reflection on
the truth of life. For you see, joy in life, in the nature of life is your true
state to be experienced, always. Now through what seems to be times of
little movement and of little reason for it, joy is there waiting to be
embraced and held as the most appropriate mindset for you.
We are not interested in bringing you to your Wholeness if you
perceive it to be a burden or a sacrifice. No indeed, coming into your
Wholeness is coming into the place of your true homeland, your habitat
and your place of true sanity. We can tell you that joy is like the sunshine
there, and it radiates out to you and others, true life-giving properties.
Carry joy with you and feel into it as your truth.
What is there to be so joyful about? Well, for one thing you are not
alone! You are not alone there ever. You have the Wholeness to embrace
you and guide you and relish in life with you. The nature of this
Wholeness is truly living love and has only that as its composition and its
meaning and its movement there. It is truly that which sets all things new
and brings order out of chaos, there. This living love brings joy to you, for
it puts into place the right mindset to have.
Now we would say to ask that your joy be experienced and let it be
felt there fully. Joy will warm you, keep you vigorous and growing and
allow for the releasing of all that is not joyful to occur. Let your invitation
be to your Wholeness, to give you the joy that is yours and to delight and
relish in this. All is well, all is well. You are not alone there ever, dear one,
truly, you are not alone there. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Bring to bear on your life, that which will lovingly move you
forward there. Bring to bear on each circumstance and each choice that is
to be made, divine guidance. Now these are not just words, but are filled
with meaning there. These are not just words, but have the power to bring
to you that which has certainty of outcome and certainty of perfect next
steps there.
Now the outcome will come at the time the Father has in mind, but
as you do move from Source, you can be certain that the outcome will
benefit you and therefore the Whole. This is very motivating for you, for it
will make your choices filled with the knowing that you are doing what is
best for the All of you, who and what you really are.This is so powerful,
for it will give you the will and the way to move forward there. As you
truly get this, truly get this, it will be as the way made plain for you. How
wonderful this is, dear one, how wonderful this is.
The connection, the joining, is truly a mindset that will benefit
from regular practice and will soon be felt as the only way to live. It will
be you, normal you, as you live, work, and play. Now the ego will rail
against this and you will be brought up against mighty defenses that are
subtle and persistent in their ploys to undermine you. They are subtle and
persistent there. But remember, they are not real. They are made up things
that are easily let go of as you dismiss them as not real. Dismiss the
insinuations and the stealthy ways ego works, there.
Listen to and turn inward there for the truth. The truth will get
known to you as you do turn inward and ask, for we are here to further
you along there and to allow for the separation to be healed. Do not listen
to the insinuations of a mindset that will only have sin, sickness and death
as its true motive. Do not listen there, for it is not the truth of you. You are
much more there, dear one, truly you are much more. Now is the time to
turn inward and ask for your guidance to show you the way. We are here
and we love you and in this is the truth of it. All is well, all is well.
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Why is it that through all the eons of time there is a resistance to
waking up to the truth of life? The answer is this. You are caught in the
web of deceit that would have you believe that you are just a physical
body, living and moving in a physical universe, with nothing else to rely
on, nor connect to there. Now your churches and your religious ideas often
include the spiritual dimension as real there, but have not fully brought to
the world, the very profound truth of the ever-present reality of spirit, the
very truth of life.
The spiritual basis for life has not been fully explored and fully
embraced, for it would usher in that which is unable to be counted and
quantified, and would make life as that which is unable to be manipulated
by the powerful and the dominate, those who seek control for their own
gains and for their own ego needs.
The spiritual world cannot be held to outcomes that are repeatable
and predictable, nor the outcomes based on tried and true methods of
achieving goals. Therefore, the spiritual reality of life is held at bey, and
held as something minor and as that which is looked at only upon occasion
when some anomaly happens, or someone show evidences of abilities
outside the norm.
I can tell you that this is changing, there. More and more, people
are discovering that within them is a resource that will far expand their
understanding of what life is about. Within them is a place of
communication, relationship, that far expands the understandings and the
means and the methods of moving ahead, of finding joy and peace and
fulfillment there. There is a radical shift occurring there, dear one, and this
shift is being felt by many.
How wonderful for Earth to, at last, open to receive what is the
natural state to be in, that is, living and communicating and knowing that
the world is spiritual, and that All are a part of the Wholeness, there. No
one is left out. This is such good news to hear, and it is such a
breakthrough for your planet. Soon you will join the greater hierarchy of
the universal movement of your Source. Soon, dear one, soon. Join now
and remember, you are never alone.
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Validate and verify your inner guidance by turning inward and
learning to hear what is there for you. Again and again, you will be given
the way to use your mindset as you take the time to listen and hear. You
are not alone there ever, dear one, and you are not meant to live a life of
solitude and the insane way of finding your truth on your own. How could
you come up with what to do there?
The only way is that you would base your decisions on what you
have been told by your parents, your culture, and your records of what has
been done in the past, the history of your planet there.
Now you have been given a roadmap that is based on old and
empty and hollow promises. You have based your life on finding next
steps by following the path that has been laid out for you by your
institutions of learning, your parental prejudices, and what you think might
be interesting for you there. Now these ways may have proven sound for
you, but only because you have been reinforced by those who would
benefit from what you are doing for their reasons.
We can tell you that there is a better way. There is a better way
there. You see, life is meant to be very meaningful for you and very
fulfilling. It is meant to be a movement of your Source as He created you
to be as you came into the world. He gave you a roadmap to follow before
you were brought here and you agreed to it. You agreed to give your gifts
there, and you agreed to bring others into the awareness of the joined
perspective as you do so live.
You were given a roadmap and the means to find your truth as you
did so live there. Now you are here, and you are wondering, Is there more
to life than what I was taught? Is there more here that I need to know that
will make the experience better for me?
I can tell you that, indeed, there is. This writer and many others
who have found their truth are working mightily to get the word out, that
you are joined there fully. Now is the time to let go, dear one, and now is
the time to turn inward and open to receive. We are here for you and we
will show you the way. Now is the time, and so open to receive, there.
Never alone, truly, never alone.
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As we proceed in this book, trust is called for there, for you will
need to allow for the forward movement in your life, which will be as
something you could have never imagined there, and something you could
have not known before.
The forward movement will come to you as something which does
not have history as its substrate, nor the cultural tried and true means to
move ahead. Truly, what will unfold will be as radical in its liberation for
you, and in its means to unleash the breakthrough into your mission there,
your forward movement.
Now these words are not given to you to scare you, nor to put you
into a mindset of unease there, for they are meant to bring to you the mind
set of expectation and of openness to receive there.
Truly, you are at that threshold of something brand new there,
something radically different from what you could have ever imagined.
Now the mission you came to give will get given and you will find that
you are brought fully into the flow of your being there and you are brought
into the knowing mindset that has you as liberated from the burdens and
the baggage of yesteryears.
Now you can find your way with the eternal gifting, the mindset of
Wholeness there, leading the way forward. How wonderful this will be for
you and how wonderful for all those who will benefit from it. You are not
alone there ever, dear one, truly, you are not alone there, ever.
Now is the time to ask that you be joined by your Wholeness and
listen to what comes forth. Quiet the insinuations that this is not true and
listen to what comes forth. We are there for you always and we will show
you the way. As this chapter closes, know what is said here is the truth of
life. Never alone, truly, never alone. I love you and that is the truth of it.
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The Holy Spirit, that which is your mind of Wholeness, will give
you what you need to proceed in your life and will provide to you the
perfect unfolding there. Now you are met with the love of your Source and
you are met with the ongoing and purposeful guidance that has only your
best interest at heart there.
Now you have looked at your circumstances and you have said,
How is it that I am still feeling lack of acceptance in my life and am still
feeling that which needs to change there? You have turned to guidance and
have been told that all is well and that you are perfectly held there in the
love of your Source, and yet you continue to question, why is this so and
why is that so? When the need is to say, I am in perfect harmony in my life
and I am in the perfect place I need to be and in the perfect condition that
is who and what I am. This should be your mantra, your incantation, your
Voice for the Wholeness of you. You are not alone there, and you have
none other that is real that could impact your life, nor cause you to
transform for the better. The call is to stay close to your inner knowing and
come more often, come into your peace far more often, and choose for
listening and following what you hear.
I can tell you that you will feel the change there and you will
marvel as your life unfolds with beauty, light and love. You are not alone
there, dear one, truly, you are not alone there, ever. Now is the time to turn
inward and move into your truth. Ask that you be joined with and that you
be given the perfect next steps there. For in truth, you are moving as one
aligned with, joined always with your Wholeness.
You are never alone, dear one, you are never without the greater
Wholeness of you to have as the fullness of you, the truth of you. Embrace
your completeness and see it as the place of truth. Never alone there, dear
one, truly, never alone. All is well, all is well. Let in and allow, for indeed,
we are One.
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What is it that will give you the momentum that is necessary to
bring you fully into the flow of your life’s purpose there? What is it that
will propel you onward, and offer to you, the reason and the necessary
energy that will carry you forward?
Now you have asked what is it, and I will tell you. That which will
provide these things is realizing most profoundly, that you are not alone!
You are not alone there to generate will power, kindle the fire of forward
progress, nor use your body to get yourself up and running and moving
into high gear. No, dear one, this is not the case. In all ways, it is your
mindset of connection to whom and what you are that will provide the
guidance necessary to move forward there. You will find that the mindset
of connection is the place where the movement occurs, always. It is the
mind of connection that puts it all into perspective and provides the
necessary means to allow for the unfolding to occur.
Now you may say, but I know what I need to do and I know how to
go forward, but the energy isn’t there, the validation from others isn’t
there, and the feed back from others that seems to bring me forward, isn’t
there. We can tell you that these things will come, these things will come,
but you must first and foremost, come into the place of connection to your
right mind, the mind of the Holy Spirit, your Wholeness, there.
As you do this, you will feel into it, you will feel into it! We can
tell you that the insurmountable obstacles that seem to be there will be
replaced with an optimism and a ‘can do’ attitude that you share with us
who are woking mightily with you. So, the call is to go for it, go for it,
there. You are not alone there, ever, dear one, truly, you are not alone there
ever. Now is the time to turn inward and let your willingness come forth.
Let your willingness to listen and follow come forth. We will show you
the perfect way there, and we will be with you through it all. Never alone,
truly, never alone.
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What will you find when you turn inward and ask for guidance?
You will find Me, and who am I? Well, I am the One who was known as
the Christ, Jeshua there, and I was the One who taught about the Kingdom
and the place of true life there. I talked of life eternal and of the means to
gain that life eternal. I was the One who you have centered your religions
on and the One who has been brought into your culture as the head of the
churches and the head of that which is known as Christianity.
I was the One who brought the radically different way of
understanding to your Earth plane which centered on the direct
relationship each of us has with Me, with our Source and with the Father.
Indeed, as far fetched as it may seem to you, I am the One who is bringing
this to you there. You have heard it said that Jeshua died and resurrected
for you and for your salvation to eternal life there. You have heard it said
that I came to die for you.
What is it that I came to Earth for? Primarily, it was to tell you of
my direct availability to you as you do so invite Me in. And so, this
woman has opened to Me and has invited Me in. Here I am, right there
within her mind, telling her these words and letting her know that I love
her and that she is a part of All That Is, and that I will not abandon her to
the whimsical and self-deluded incantations of ego there.
I will not abandon her to the wiles and cunning ways of the great
deceiver there, the deceiver who, in fact, is nothing but a grouping of
strategies of defense that have banded together to form a seeming identity
with the intention of leading you astray—leading you astray to suffer and
die there. Now this does not have to be! This does not have to be!
I can tell you that your connection to Me, to your Source, and to
your spiritual guides is truly where life originates and is sustained there.
The way will be made plain for you and the forward movement will occur.
I love you and I am there for you, always. Let in and allow, for indeed, we
are One.
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Those who read this page and who open to receive what is given
here will find great benefit and great blessing, for it contains all that is
necessary, for you to live a life of real abundance there.
Certainly you have thought that by working hard and by listening
to your culture in how to generate abundance, you must follow the
strategies that are put forth. Many have done this and some have
succeeded in finding great abundance there. But it has been abundance
that has been earned, and in this is the great deception there, for true
abundance comes from your Source as you do so listen and follow
guidance, there.
Now you will find that the steps called for are easily doable and
easily brought into the life you are living with ease, as you will be given
steps that are truly doable for you. You will be given steps, and you will be
given the way that not only provides abundance, but provides the deepest
fulfillment on all levels there.
You are not one who is there alone, dear one, and you are not one
who is meant to figure it out yourself. Truly, you are joined there by your
Wholeness, the multitudes of those on the spiritual plane who know you
and are working with you there to further the joining, the mindset of
connection to the greater Wholeness there.
Now as you carry these companions, those who are working with
you, into each and every life situation, and ask what next, you will be
given answers and these will prove so mighty in their gifting and in the
forward movement that comes forth. I tell you this so that you will
experiment there, dear one, experiment with it and find what is so true
there for you. You are never alone there, dear one, truly, you are never
alone there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Stay with the process of listening to guidance. Let the static go, the
urge to get up and do things, and to move and act there. You must quiet
these urges as they will bring you into activity which is not purposeful
there. You are truly met with the love of your Source and you are met with
the ongoing ‘abiding with’ there.
Now you are truly one who has decided that the way of
connection, the way of togetherness is the right way for you, the truth of
you. You have decided this and you have turned inward often. Now it is
for you to do this, always. Do this always, and see it as the only way to
live, there.
Now you are ready to live out from this way and you are ready to
bring what is given to you into play there and into your movements and
your motives there. It is as we do it together, dear one, that the gift will
get given. And so, let us do it together there, always. You are never alone,
and you are never without the way made plain for you.
Now the call is to bring into your life experience, my companionship and my veracity in all that you do. You see, you never were one who
had a true foundation of your own to stand on. You were always one who
was connected, but you didn’t know it. Now the time to live out from this
knowing is here. The time to joy in the companionship and the love that is
yours to share is there.
Let your life be felt as one of a partnership, a team, and a family
that has you in our mind’s eye there. You are not alone, there ever, dear
one, truly you are not alone there ever. Now as this chapter comes to a
close, let your thinking mindset be released and come into the still place of
our relationship there. Never alone, dear one, truly never alone. All is well,
all is well.
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We are with you there even as you read this. This is such good
news, for it cancels the sense of isolation that might overwhelm you as
you realize that you are living a life of connection and that your choices
may be that which brings you into a sate of disinterest in the cultural way
there.
Through all that you are involved in, nothing is of more
importance than realizing that you are not alone there, ever. It will take
persistence to bring this to your attention, for you will not be able to see
us, nor use the five senses to gain entrance to the spiritual realm and yet
there is a way, there is a way. This way is the way of coming into the
stillness of mind and letting us register with you there more fully. We will
let you know in a way that will verify and validate our presence to you.
You are not alone there ever, dear one, and you are not without the
love and the companionship of those of us who are working with you to be
felt. Now this is not spooky, nor is it other worldly, nor is it intrusive for
you, for it is truly your free will that must be honored at all times. We
cannot infringe on you our presence, nor our input, unless you ask, dear
one, unless you express a desire to have us there with you.
Now the call is to bring to bear on your life, connection to your
Wholeness and to your guide, to me, and to all those who are working
there to bring you into the awakened state.
We will tell you next steps and we will give you the right-on
feeling as you move frequently into the flow there, into the forward
movement. Now let your mindset be quieted and let your journey to
awakening be felt, for indeed, this is your unfolding in all its glory. You
will awaken, and you will joy in this. Never alone, dear one, truly never
alone. All is well, all is well.
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You have thought that your life was meant to be used for the
greater good there and in this you are correct. You have thought that your
life and your mindset will be brought into the flow of your Source as it
begins to give the gift. Now you are at that point where you are
questioning, How will this ever occur? For the probability of this seems so
remote and so foreign to whom you know yourself to be on the physical
plane, there.
We can tell you that your gift to others will get given and will be of
real value.Now there is a call for you to trust and to allow for the unfolding that is occurring even as we are writing this.The unfolding is occurring
on the larger world view, and the mindset that will receive your gifts is
opening there more fully.
Now the call is to trust, for the timing must be in the Father’s
hands. The timing of it all will be crucial, for we see the view from the
transcendent there and we see the view from the perspective of the Whole.
Now is the time to stay focused on trusting and listening for next steps and
to stay open for the great influx that will occur for you. We can tell you
that the great influx will occur and will bring the strength and the know
how to proceed there.
Let the clearing out and the cleaning out of all that is old and of no
value be experienced, and let the great influx of the new come forth. How
wonderful for you and for all those who will benefit, there. These words
are not words of make believe, nor flippant and wildly outrageous words.
No indeed, they are the words of truth and they are the words of what is to
come. Let your mind open to receive and let your willingness to trust into
this be had. Remember the time is in the hands of spirit there, and so let it
all unfold for you. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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What is it that has the potential for real transformation there? It is
the mindset that opens to receive. It is the mindset that lets in the new and
allows for the influx of spirit to fling wide the gates of possibility and
allow in real intelligence from the divine.This intelligence leads the way
and shows you how it will be brought into play in your life there.
Now this intelligence is truly whom you really are! This
intelligence and this guided movement is how you are meant to live there.
Not as one who is a separate and an ego driven one, but one who is
flowing to the intelligence and the spiritual Wholeness, there.
This is the wonderful news that all need to hear. This is the
wonderful news that will change the world there. You see, you never were
meant to live as ones without a compass, nor a roadmap, there. You never
were meant to live as wandering and blind sojourners on your planet. You
were meant to be joined always. You are not as empty bodies and empty
minds being blown about by the winds of ego and conditioned thinking.
No, you are much more, you are, indeed, much more there.
Now the call is to find that firm foundation. Find that firm
foundation that holds you up and shows you the way. Let the movement
that is life itself, your Source, and your all-powerful and all-knowing First
Cause bring you into your true identity there. The world is ready for this
and the world is listening. Tell them! Tell them! Tell them of the great and
miraculous Source that is the Whole of whom you are. You are an
inheritor there and you are a child of this First Cause. Embrace the truth of
you and open to receive the influx, the can-do of it all. We are with you
there, and we will show you the way. Never alone, dear one, truly, never
alone.
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As you have found that you are not alone and as you have turned
inward for guidance, you have been brought into the mindset of your
Source there.You have been brought into the creative intelligence of whom
and what you really are.
Now you will find that your life will unfold with more purpose,
more satisfaction, and more joy. You will find that what is truly meant for
you as a place of true originality is there and is available for you. How
wonderful to live your life as grounded in your direct Source there, and
how wonderful for the others you will be involved with and those who
will come to know you as time moves forward.
Now the way will be made plain and the forward movement will
occur. Truly, you are not alone there and you are not without true help
available. Stay open to receive and stay open to the new that will come
forth.
Truly, as you do stay with your guidance, you will bring into your
life, a renewed sense of purpose and resolve and a renewed willingness to
follow what you are finding that is coming forth for you.
In all ways, you will be blessed, for the Father sees you in your
Wholeness and in your entirety and in the fullness of you to be brought
forth there. He sees you as His own and moves in and through you as His
own. How wonderful to know that you have this great and mighty
intelligence leading you onward and showing you the way. How
wonderful to know that the life you are living is the life you were meant to
live and the movement is the movement you were meant to give.
We are with you there and we will not abandon you ever. We are
One, and we will see you through the great and mighty unfolding there
that is occurring for you. Now is the time to allow for increased listening
and increased joining. You will joy in the journey and find the infinite
unfolding as wonderful for you. Never alone, dear one, truly never alone.
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There is much for you to experience which will further your letting
go and coming into guidance. There is much for you to learn and let go of,
for you are forever burdened with the ego dynamic which is on the prowl
for disrupting you and your peace and our connection. Forever on the
prowl for ways to disengage you from finding the truth of you and for
ways to feed the mindset of separation there.
As you bring your intention to hear and as you open to receive, you
will find that the mindset of separation will dissolve and will expire as the
nothingness it is. The mindset of separation will dissolve and will free you
from the tyrannical and intrusive ways of that which has bought demise as
its goal there.
We can tell you that your mindset of separation is truly that which
is an illusion, a made up thing that has entrenched its way into your life as
a marauder and as a deceiver of stealth and of an insidious and corrupt
mindset. This intruder is not who you really are. It is not who you really
are, dear one, and it is truly not anything of substance there to bring you
anything but lies and liabilities. You are truly not this, dear one, you are
truly not this. And so, we can tell you that the truth of you exists there, and
is ready to guide you into your Wholeness, whom and what you truly are.
You are not one who is alone, nor a solo one, and you are not one
who is living as an individual identity who must figure it all out and come
to some formulation of how to go forward there.You are not one who is
without the Holy Spirit, Me, and all those who are working with you to
guide you lovingly forward. Now your task is to quiet your mindset and
learn of us and live out from our guidance. We are, in fact, the Whole of
whom you are. We are not separate there, nor without knowing the Whole
of you there.
We see you in your entirety and we see the way forward there,
always. Now let your mindset be still and ask, Show me, Father, show me
the truth of whom and what I am. Let me know, for I want to know the
reality of me. I am here, Lord, and I am willing.
We will guide you there, dear one, and we will bring you into the
perfect unfolding in your life. All is well, all is well. Let in and allow, for
indeed, we are One.
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Move into the peace of your being and find there the still Voice for
Truth. Deep within I am there and ready to gift you with a relationship of
the most profound implications for you. I am there and I am truly
available for you to join with and find the companionship of a lifetime.
You see, I love you. I love you with a love that will not forsake
you, nor leave you without a friend there, a friend to comfort, love and
guide you, and to ultimately bring you into the place of awakening to
whom and what you are.
I am there for you and have fulfillment as my purpose and as my
gift for you. Eagerly, I await your call to let me in and to bring you into
the flow of your purpose, your mission, your life there. You see, you are
not alone there, dear one. As lonely as you may seem, as separate as you
may feel, you are not alone there, ever. I am with you and I am there to
comfort you and to guide you and to transform you.
What is it that will give you the certainty that these words are true?
It is the experience, there. It is the experience of this and the repeated
evidence of it in your life that will bring you into relationship with me
again and again. You are not alone there ever, and you are not without my
presence right there within for you.
Now the time to quiet your thinking mind set is there. Quiet your
mind set and ask, Are you there for me? Are you there to love me and to
guide me and show me the way?
I will answer you and you will know, for the experience will be
evident for you again and again. Let us proceed in your life as a duo, and
you will realize many are working with you, a family and a team, intent on
your awakening there. This is our intention. This is our quest. Now let
your purposeful request be known to us and indeed, we will hear. Now is
the time to ask and now is the time to open to receive. Never alone there,
dear one, truly, never alone.
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Let us look at this promise of relationship more closely. I have
promised you that I am with you and I have said that my purpose is to
bring you into your fully awakened state there. This promise is made with
the commitment of One who has no interest of His own to bring to the
relationship which would be viewed as exploitative, nor one who would
like a follower to adore Me or worship Me. No, indeed, I do not want this
and I do not look at you in that way.
It is my intention to stay with you always, for it is my intention to
show you and allow for the penetration of the truth to come through to
you. What is the truth? This truth is that we usher forth from Source and
indeed, we are that Source manifesting on Earth as All That Is.
Now you are not Source, that is First Cause, but you are, indeed,
issuing forth from Source as a created One, with all that the Source has
available to you. You are a spiritual being composed of living love, and
have love stuff as your make up there. The same love stuff of the Father
who manifests as living love in all of creation.
Now living love is an energy that exudes its radiance to all and in
and through all. This light, this energy, sets all things right, brings
harmony out of chaos, and opens to the word, Behold, I make all things
new! The Father makes all things new, and that includes you! How
wonderful to carry this principle of newness with you and to experience it
in every day, in all walks of life. How wonderful to know that this is your
heritage and to know that this is the way you were created, dear one.
The Father extends Himself through all of his creation, extends and
manifests Himself throughout all. This is the good news and this is the
news that will transform you and you planet, there. Now is the time to turn
inward and ask, Are you there? I am here and I am ready to receive. Let
me know Father, and show me the way. All is well, all is well. Take these
words and cherish them and read them again and again and know that you
are never alone.
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What is it that will further your inquiry and your interest there?
What is it that will move you forward and keep you alert to what comes
next? Well, that is the reason for this chapter, so let us begin.
That which will keep you interested is the perfect outcome that you
will experience as you keep on following what you are given. What will
keep you invested is the need to grow as a person and as a being moving
to the love of your Source. What will keep you alert to what comes forth
will be the way the outcome brings such harmony to you and such
peaceful and perfect resolution to your situation.
You see, we see the whole of it, and we see the forward movement
there, dear one, truly, we see the forward movement there. Stay focused on
this and trust that you are met with the deepest love possible and the love
that wants only your fulfillment as its purpose there.
Your fulfillment, ultimately, will be to wake up to the truth of
whom and what you are, that is, as the Source manifesting as you, there.
Truly, this is the way for you to become fulfilled and we are working there
to bring this about. We are working to let the small stuff that intrudes on
your peace go, and instead, clear the way for the infilling of the divine
there.
You see, you are spirit stuff. You are spirit and you have joined
those who see themselves as pure material beings there, but this is not the
truth of you. You are indeed spirit, and you are that which has a divine
heritage and a parent of the greatest love possible.
How wonderful for you to know this, dear one, how wonderful for
you to know this. You are not alone there ever, and you are not without
the greatest interest in you to be had. We love you and we are currently,
right now, moving to bring you into your peace and your fulfillment there.
You are not alone there ever, and so let in and allow, for indeed, we are
One.
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Do not delay and procrastinate in giving your mission. Now we
will guide you in this, but carry the mindset of giving the gift there as your
true destiny on the earth plane. Give your intention to listening and
following and anticipate ‘what next’ always.
We will guide you, for it is only as you listen and follow that the
gift will get given there. Listen and follow. We have the whole of it there
to view and we know the perfect next steps and those who will be touched
by your gift.
Now there will be stops and starts, but stay with the intention and
the persistence there and do not let your absorption in the multiple things
that come up deter you there. Let your life be as free of diversions as
possible, for they serve no purpose but to distract you and keep you from
giving your gift.
Now the call is to devote as much time to what you know you are
to be doing as possible, and as you do this let go of all willfulness and
self-determination, for that will frustrate you and ultimately cause you to
throw up your arms and give up.
The movement must come from Source or it is ego driven there. It
must come from Source. All the tried and true ways of behaving will need
to be looked at and brought to guidance, for you will have to run things
through the joined perspective there. Ultimately, you will live out from
this way. And so, dear one, look at what you are involved in as an
adventure of a lifetime there. Truly, it is an adventure of a lifetime. I am
with you there and you are, indeed, not alone there ever. Let in and allow,
for indeed, we are One.
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Randi, there is a place within that it truly a place of certainty and
of comfort. This place is calling you to come home and it is calling you to
live out from the sweetness, the honesty, and the truth of who and what
you really are. You are not meant to live as one without the comfort of
your Wholeness, your comrades there, who want only your best interest to
be felt and experienced there.
Now the time to come forward with this great truth is at hand and it
is time to give the gift you were meant to give there. How will it occur?
Well, we will show you explicitly and implicitly how, when, and where.
You need but listen and follow there. You see, this is, in all ways, a joint
effort. An effort in full and complete relationship and so, the ownership is
not in your hands, nor is the outcome there.
For always, you are given what to do and where to go and how to
unfold this great gift. You have been given this mission as one would be
given a candle or a lamp that can only shed its light when joined with the
power of its Source.
And so, this great light will shed, can only radiate its light when
you connect it to its Source. Without that, the candle or lamp is just a thing
that remains as useless there. And so, what you are given to give must be
plugged in, lighted, and set ablaze from its Source. Then the radiance of it
will come forth and the gift of its light will be shared and many will find
their way there. Many will find their way out of the darkness and onto the
path of awakening there.
And so, let your gift be always connected to Me and let your
understanding come from Me. Now is the time to give your gift and now
is the time to listen for the know-how and the can-do of it. Never alone,
dear one, truly, never alone.
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Soon you will have a blueprint for how to proceed. It will be clear
to you and it will take you step by step, into the full flowering of your
mission there. It will take you into the full flowering of your mission and
the full opening to receive what will ground you and take you to a true
place of gifting. Soon the waters will part, and the path of forward
movement will be there, for you to cross over into what you came to do.
Now this is not some pie in the sky garble, nor is it loaded with
false optimism, rather, it is the truth there and it heralds the way for your
mission to be given. And so, pay attention here, and be open to receive
what will come forth. Now you will find that our intention is to buoy you
up and move you into a real and significant place of teaching and sharing.
Your gift will transform the minds and hearts of many and your gift
will usher in a new way of thinking there, a new way of understanding
reality. You are not alone there ever, and you are not without constant and
perfect help for you.
Let this short chapter on what comes next be read for the truth that
it contains and for the fortification that is inherent in it. You are not alone
there ever. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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Listen to what comes forth as one would listen for instructions and
advice from a beloved parent or teacher. Listen as one would listen to a
friend who has naught but your best interest at heart.
What you hear will be significant for you and will be next steps
there, that which will set your mind at ease and your direction clear. Now
you will know that what you hear is true, as it will have the hallmark of
authenticity and truth, and it will be congruent with what you have come
to know there as that which is from guidance.
The words will ring true and buoy you up there as you live. As you
come into your joined perspective, you will feel into this more and more.
You will feel into this and you will joy in this magnificent relationship
there. You are not alone there ever, dear one, truly, you are not alone there
ever. We can tell you that the call for you is to continue on with your
mission and trust that what will unfold is the correct and perfect way there.
It may seem to you as a great deal of patience is called for, and yet
many life-changing events are occurring so that what you bring will be
that which is given at the perfect time. And so, patience and persistence
are called for, and trusting into the flow of your Source to provide the
prefect outcome is called for there. We would say that your patience is
truly necessary for you to experience, for it will let go of the mind set of
making it happen, and going for it, that would include self-will there. This
mission has nothing to do with will and self determination. It has all to do
with joining and with receiving and following there.
Now is the time to stay in tune and in touch and move forward
with the knowing that all is well, all is well. We are working with you
there and we will not let you go, nor abandon you to the separated way.
Now turn inward and join with Me there, feel into our peace, and trust all
is well, all is well. You are never alone, dear one, truly, you are never
alone.
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You have read over and over again, the need to come into
guidance. You are at the point where you feel you have heard it enough
and you are ready to move into newer information and into a fresh
perspective on your spirituality.
Well, we can only tell you that the need to hear about inner
guidance and the relationship within is paramount to anything else and so
that is the reason why we have reiterated it again and again. That is the
reason why we can tell you that it is truly the answer to every situation
you find yourself in, and it will be the answer to your life’s joys and your
life’s dilemmas and your situations and struggles that you find yourself in.
And so, we will continue for the final pages of this book, to repeat
the need for turning inward always. It is the single most important thing
you can do, and as you let go of your willfulness and let in the spirit of
your Source, all will be found as of real meaning and real substance for
you.
You will find that you are a person of substance and with a
foundation that will not cave in on you, nor be flimsy in its underpinnings,
there. It is a foundation that will support you through it all. You are truly
always joined there, and you are truly always carrying the intelligence of
the universe with you.
In simple and direct ways you will be told what next and how to
reframe things to get your needs met and your miracle mindedness open to
receive. Truly, you are not alone, there, dear one, and this writing verifies
to you, that we are there for you. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are One.
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As we continue on with this book and as we have come to the end,
let us review again what you have learned here. First, you have learned
that you are not alone and that you have with you, spiritual guidance of the
most life affirming kind. You have spiritual guidance that is not whimsical
in its gifting, its giving to you, nor is it only there as you live a good life
and exhibit good behavior. Your guidance is there to show you the way,
always.
Next, you have learned that it is your birthright to be able to access
this guidance at any time and in any situation. There is a way to access this
guidance and that is by shutting down or letting go of the thinking mind
set and coming into that still place within your consciousness that has
peace as its signature and quiet as its song.
Now within this quiet and peaceful place there awaits you, a
relationship of magnificence and this relationship has come to you as a gift
from your Source there. This relationship ultimately has your awakening
to whom and what you are as its main purpose there. And as you let go of
the separated way, the way of ego, you will be given steps to take in your
life that will usher you forward there and provide what is necessary for
you to live a fulfilled life.
Now this relationship is not whimsical, nor haphazard in its care
and concern for you, and it is not there for motives of its own. Ultimately,
you will understand that it is you there, truly, that it is you there fully. You
are a Whole One that embraces the All of you, All That Is. You are not
alone there ever, dear one, and you are not there without true love and
gifting there for you.
We can tell you that you are at the point where you are ready to
receive. Let in and allow, for indeed, we are here for you and will show
you the way. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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This concludes our discussion of Something on Purpose. Purpose
is given here to you, and your foremost purpose is to come into connection
with your spiritual guidance.
I am here for you and I will welcome the call from you to join Me
here in the quiet within your Mind. We are in this together, you and I, and
I want you to know that you are loved with a love that knows no end and
knows no bounds. I love you with a commitment to bringing you to your
awakened state and knowing that you are indeed ushering forth from the
One Source and Center of all of life there.
I want you to know that you have love as your makeup and that
this love sets all things right and puts things in the perfect order the Father
would have for you. This living love, this spirit stuff you are made of,
comes forth forever new and has this principal of newness as its core. You
are met here with unbounded love and I ask only that you give a little
willingness to listen without imposing your will and your ego mindset.
You must trust that your Source knows what is best for his created
being and wants that being to live in the way your designer intended. Now
it the time to turn inward, dear one, and now is the time to ask for our
joining. I am here and I await your call. Never alone, truly, never alone.
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